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CHE funding formula reviewed at MSU
Money is the answer
By TODD 0. ROSS

News Editor
Murray State University and
the other higher education institutions in Kentucky want
and need more money.
That was the basic message
that the University tried to emphasize at a funding formula
review hearing before the Kentucky Council on Higher Education's Finance Committee Monday in the Wrather West Kentucky Museum.
Administrators, faculty ,
Board of Regents members,
legislators and students
testified before the committee
about issues of the purpose and
presentation of the formula,
quality incentives, accountability and productivity of the
institutions, formula use policy,
benchmark institutions and the
formula rate.
President Kala M. Stroup said
that the Council members and a
majority of legislators in the
state are supportive of the eight
state universities' battles for
more education funding saying
that they are the "converted."
For example, Rep. Freed Curd
from Murray said that last spring the legislature took approximately $35 million out of the
road and retirement funds to

try and give faculty and staff a
2 percent salary inct·eaae.
The proposal did not make it
past Gov. Wallace· Wilkinson.
"We do have friends in the
legislature," St roup said.
" ... One of the problema is how
do we convince the citizens of
Kentucky (that more money for
higher education is necesaary)."
a Purpose and presentation of
the formula.
The way the formula is set up,
the Council examines factors at
benchmark universities in surrounding states and uses those
factors plus factors from the
universities and colleges in
Kentucky to calculate funding.
Those factors include number
of students; square feet of space;
and levels of instruction,
research and services. To these
factors are applied established
factors such as rates per credit
hour for instruction, amounts
per square foot for maintenance
and operation, and relative
complexity of institutions and
of activities in areas such as
libraries.
If the CHE funded at 100 per·
cent, it would just be the median of t he benchmark schools.
Currently the Kentucky system
average is 84.6 percent of the
benchmark and Murray State is

Dry League fails
to file with state
By KEVIN PATTON

Editor In Chief
Although the Dry League
violated a state law dealing
with the filing of political issue
committees, the group will probably not suffer any sort of
penalty.
According to KRS 121.015
(2b), a ''political issues committee, which means three or more
persons joining together to advocate or oppose a constitutional amendment or public
question if that committee
receives or expends money in
excess of $1,000," must register
with the Kentucky registry of
election finance.
Jannetta Sacre , ad ministrative specialist for the
registry, said only the Committee for a Progressive Murray
has filed with the agency. The
CFPM flied Sept. l. As of 5 p.m.
Thursday, the Dry League had
not filed.
Raymond Wall ace, executive
director of the registry, said he
contacted the officers of the Dry
League to inform them that
they were not registered.
"When you go over the $1,000
threshold, you are required to
register with the Kentucky
registry of election rmance,"

Wallace said. "However, I
suspect they (the Dry League)
did not know that they were
supposed to file."
Dr. Tom Green, co-chairman
of t he Dry League, said his
group did not know they were
supposed to me with t he
registry.
Wallace said since the Dry
League does not have time to
properly register between now
and the election, they would
have to send a letter to the
registry instead of the proper
form. The letter must inform
the registry of the committee's
officers and where campaign
funds came from and where
they were spent.
Green said his organization
will have proper information to
Frankfort by this weekend.
If the Dry League did not
knowingly violate the regulation, Wallaoe said based on his
past experience they probably
will not face any penalty.
However, that decision will be
up to the five-member registry
board, he said.
Wallace said normally when
there is a political action group
See DRY LEAGUE
Page 10
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MEMBERS OF THE COUNCIL on Higher Education listen to arguments concerning the funding
formula. Gary Cox (left), the executive director of the CHE, addresses the audience, as David
Denton, the chairman of the CHE finance committee, lletens.

funded at 97 percent highest in the state.

the

Formula problems
Stroup said the problem with
the formula is not the formula
itself but its underfunding. She
also said that Murray State's
major problem with the under·
funding is the internal credibili-
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away from Frankfort and the
other state universities, Stroup
said.
"When we examine the role,
function and mission of this
Unive r sity , distance and
geographical area must be
taken into consideration,"
Stroup said.
See FUNDING FORMULA
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ty of the formula.
"Internally, it is very hard to
get faculty and staff to be a
stronger, better, more effective,
high-quality institution when
publicly the funding is tied to
t he median of similar institutions in nearby states," Stroup
said.
Externally, Murray is at a
disadvantage because it is so far
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By KEVIN PATTON

Editor In Chief
The rmal week of campaigning for Murray's wet/dry election is underway with both
sides calling the race a tossup.
Marianna Stubblefield, of the
Calloway County clerk's office,
said that 10,211 people are
registered to vote in Tuesday's
election. Approximately 1,500
people have registered since the
May election, and 802 have
registered between Sept. 2 and
16, when the registration books
closed.
Two hundred seventeen more
voters are registered this year
t han in the last wet/dry election
on April 23, 1985.
In that election Murray voted
down the legalization of the sale
of alcohol by a 3,560-2,843 vote.
Dr. Tom Green, co-chairman
of the Dry League, said be does
not think the newly regisitered
voters will be a major factor in
the election. Even if all of the
new voters were students, that
would not be enough to turn the
election, he said.
Green also said the students
as a whole will probably not
decide the election. "I think the
election will be determined by

what the majority of the town
wants," he said.
Nathan Yancy of the Committee for a Progressive Murray
disagrees with Green. "I think
the students will be the difference in the election," Yancy
said.
"I could see it (the election)
going either way," Green said.
"It's still anybody's election.
Anybody could win."
"It's going to take every concerned citizen's vote to win the
election," Yancey agreed.
Yancy said his group has pur·
chased 30 television commer·
cial spots to run before the elec·
tion. The ads started Thursday
and will run through Monday.
Twenty-eight of the spots will
be on Murray Cablevision on
CNN and ESPN. The CFPM
has also purchased two spots on
WPSD-TV.
Between now and the election, the Dry League will be
making phone calls urging
voters to go to the polls, Green
said. "The main strategy is to
get people out to vote,'' he said.
The CFPM will also be urging
people to vote, Yancy said.
See WET/DRY
Page 10
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Area to acquire
poultry industry
By ALLYSON HOBBIE
Assistant News Editor

Western Kentucky, an area
with a predominantly
agricultural economy, will gain
a new facet to this industry
with the construction of a
chicken processing plant in
Graves County in t he next two
years.
Seaboard Farms, the nation's
ninth largest poultry producer,
is currently hiring contractors
to build the plant, which will br·
ing at least 500 new jobs to the
area.
~ meeting was held Sept. 10
for potential poultry growers at
the Graves County High School
gymnasium. Also attending
that meeting was a group of professors from Murray State's
department of agriculture.
The first step in the process
for, Seaboard to build their
plant, was to fmd potential
growers to raise the chickens,
said Walt Tibbetts, professor of
animal science.
''Those interested in raising
chickens put a pin, in the area
that they would use, in a map of
the ar e a surrounding
Mayfield," Tibbetts said.

The way that the system
works is that Seaboard sells the
chickens out of their own bat·
cheries to the growers, the
growers raise them and then
sell them back to Seaboard at a
profit.
The chickens are then
slaughtered at the processing
plant and sold as either whole
broilers, pieces or possibly pro·
ceased into nuggets.
In order to prepare
agricultural students for the
possibilities of chicken produc·
tion, a seminar to orient the
faculty of the department of
agriculture, especially the
animal science faculty, and the
general manager for the future
Seaboard processing plant is be·
ing planned, Tibbetts said.
"We currently offer a class in
poultry production and
science," he said. ''The depart·
ment needs to know if it should
offer classes such as poultry
disesase or nutrition. We don't
know exactly what will be
necessary to meet the needs of ·
the students."
The actual raising of chickens
Will mostly be a part·time job
for spare money, Tibbetts said.
"After the first 10 days, it only

Photo by LARRY NIX

CHICKENS auch aa these may be proceMed In the Seabord Farma poultry proceaslng plant In
Gravea County. The plant will create approximately 500 new jobs In weat Kentucky and create a
new grain market for area fanners.

requires from two to three
hours of labor a day."
The close conditions of
chickens in the chicken houses
make the spread of disease extremely rapid. Seaboard will
provide the chicken growers
with assistance in the prevention of disease, Tibbetts said.
' 'Seaboard will be supplying
expertise through field men to
help monitor and watch out for

Many biology teachers hold
false beliefs, study sugg.ests
Calloway County High ::X:hool
also offers three different levels
of biology - basic, regular and
honors said Stephanie
White, biology instructor.

By PATTI BEYERLE
Staff Writer

According to a national
survey given by two reseachers
at the Univet8ity of Texas·
Arlington, a high percentage of
high school biology teachers
hold false scientific beliefs and
do not really understand the
subject.
Dr. Raymond Eve, associate
professor of sociology at UTA,
and Dr. Dana Dunn, assistant
professor of sociology, sent a 12·
page, 88·item questionnaire to
teachers· randomly selected
from a list provided by the Na·
tional Science Teachers '
Association.
Two hundred biology instructors out of the 400 chosen
responded to the survey, which
had a 5-percentage-point
margin of error.
The two researchers created
the questionnaire to determine
the reason a 1987 survey showed that many college students
held superstitious beliefs.
The survey found a high
percentage of racism among the
teachers in response to the
statement: "Some races of people are more intelligent than
others."

Dr. Harold Eversmeyer
biology and, in many cases, the
science they taught was their
secondary area of instruction.
A new Kentucky law requires
that a high school biology
teacher have either a JD$r in
biology or a minor in biology
and a major in another science,
said Dr. Harold Everameyer,
professor of biology at Murray
State.
Although all require state cer·
tification, secondary schools
surrounding the Murray area,
vary in their additional
prerequisites.
"While at some schools you
only need to have a minor (in
biology), we require a major,"
said Peggy Watkins, depart·
ment coordinator at Graves
County High School.
At Mayfield High School,
biology teachers can have
either a major or a minor in the
subject, said Bonita Lykins,
guidance counselor.

About one in four answered
that the statement was
"definitely true" or "probably
true," while about another one·
fourth said that there was "in·
conclusive evidence."
In addition to this, about 19
percent of the respondents
believe that humans and
dinosaurs lived at the same
Mayfield offers three levels of
time.
biology to its students including
Only about one fourth of those an independent study course
guided by teachers.
surv~yed have degrees in

A teacher must have an en·
dorsement by the state to teach
at Calloway, White said. The
high school currently has three
teachers in biology, but also has
more that are certified to teach
biology that are not teaching,
she said.
Voris Clark, school
superintendent in Hickman
County, said that their high
school requires a certification
by the state to teach biology,
but that does not always mean
that they have a major in
biology.
A study done by the Interns·
tional Association for the
Evaluation of Educational
Achievement, showed that U.S.
students were no higher than
eighth out of 13 countries in
science and last in biology.
Eve and Dunn blamed insuffi·
cient teacher training ·as the
major cause of the false scien·
tific beliefs.
The results of this interna·
tional comparison show "we're
doing something very, very,
very wrong in biology educa·
tion," Dunn said.
Eversmeyer said that about 5
percent of biology majors at
Murray State go into education,
and that the students interested
in teaching need to keep in close
touch with their advisers.

.

"The main thing they (biology
education majors) need is a
desire to teach and a wide rang·
ing series of courses," he said.

diseases in the individual for grain growers in the area,"
chicken houses," Tibbetts said. he said. " Also, it will allow the
farmer to utilize his spare grain
The two areas of the new pro- and land in order to make some
cessing plant that will be the extra
money."
most beneficial to western Kentucky are the new jobs in the
The Mayfield Chamber of
processing plant and the in·
creased usage of grain from this Commerce is currently without
a supervisor, so projections on
area. Tibbetts said.
the economical effect of the
"The feed for the chickens plant on Graves County could
will create an additonal market not be obtained.

Freshmen elect 2 to fill
SGA senator positions
By JANIE M. STEPHEN
Staff Writer

Two freshman senators
were elected to the Student
Government Association
Wednesday, and the organize·
tion will be interviewing
students for a vacant senator·
at.large position Wednesday.
Lori Payne from Murray
and Janie Rice from Beaver
Dam were elected out of 11
candidates for the two
freshmen positions.
Payne and Rice were elected
at 4:45p.m. Wednesday and
had to attend the 5 p.m. SGA
meeting. Both freshmen held
several offices in high school
and Payne is the president of
her pledge class with the
AOPi sorority.

The senator-at-large position was considered vacant
when elected senator Rusty
Shoulta of Paducah did not
return for the fall semester.
SGA will not sponsor a
general election for Shoults's
vacancy, but it will interview
as many candidates as apply.
Wednesday the senate will
decide who is best qualified to
fill the vacant position.
The newly elected in·
dividual will then serve on
the senator·at-large board
with the other five members.
The SGA encourages all in·
terested students to apply for
the senator·at-large position
by completing an application
and submitting it to their
office.

Student senate vetoes proposal
for joint traffic violation board
By ALLYSON HOBBIE
Assistant News Editor

The Student Government
Association senate Wednesday
unanimously voted down a pro· ·
posal by Joe Green, director of
public safety, that would have
created a single parking viola·
tion board with representatives
from the Faculty Senate, Staff
Congress and student senate.
In the past the student park·
ing appeals have been handled
by the student Judicial Board
"I think that if they are a
member of the staff or faculty
they will not be as fair with a
student appeal and vice versa,"
said Eddie Allen, president of
the senate.
The motion to reject the pro-

posal was made by Steven
Johnson, College of Fine Arts
and Communications, and
seconded by Allison Finley, Col·
lege of Education.
In other senate business:
• Michelle Sauer, senator·at·
large reported that she had con·
tacted a man from the city
about the bad condition of the
road by the intramural field.
Some repairs were made.
• Allen reported that he had
been named co-chairman of the
interstate communications com·
mittee at the Student Advisory
Council on Higher Education in
Frankfort last weekend.
• Mark Waldrop was appointed
the senate representative on
the athletic council.
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WORLD VIEW
Dukakis speaks at WKU
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.- This week in a speech at Western
Kentucky University Michael Du.kakis unveiled a proposal for a
system of basic health insurance.
The proposed system would provide coverage for workers and
their families which would be funded by businesses. Dukakis also
said he favors implementing a plan which would provide coverage
for the unemployed. He emphasized that the plan would not add to
the federal deficit.
In a reference to George Bush, Dukakis said, "The fact is, he has
no plan, but he docs have a record - a record of indifference, a
record of neglect, a record that even the American flag can't hide."
Story courtesy of The Courier-JournaL

Bush tours flag factory
BLOOMFIELD, N.J.- George Bush toured a flag factory Tuesday- an event he has done several times recently.
While continuing to state that he is not questioning his oppo·
nent's patriotism he again said that "flag sales are doing well and
America is doing well."
He indicated that America is stronger than when the Reagan administration took office. Campaign aides said that Dukakis' plan
for health insurance is "socialized medicine." Story courtesy of The
Courier-Journal.

Bush has slim lead in polls
ASSOCIATED PRESS- A recent poll conducted by ABC News
and The Washington Post shows George Bush leading Michael
Dukakis 50 percent to 46 percent. Story courtesy of The CourierJournal.

Study: Homelessness a disgrace
WASHINGTON- A report by the National Academy of Sciences
was watered down, according to members of the group who worked
on the study.
The report called homelessness a "national disgrace." The
researchers said the final report "did not allow us to express our
outrage, our anger and our dismay at what we studied." Story
courtesy of The Courier-Journal.

ANNOUNCING
the opening of the new

MSU Teller Machine
(Curris Center, Second Level)
The Bank of Murray and Peoples
Bank of Murray, Ky. in co-operation
with Murray State University,
announce the opening of the new
MSU Teller Machine, located on the
second level of Curris Center on the
campus ofMurray State University.
The machine, jointly owned and
operated, will serve customers of both
banks.

Provided for your convenience by:

Bank
ofMUITay
Member FDIC

J.1' Peoples
Bank
ALPIMLinK

Member FDIC

We Are Excited!
We have made a very, very special
purchase on 1989 Model Pontoon Boats

Some will be one-of-a-kind,so don't delay!
Also a few (a very few) 1988 models at closeout prices!
11/2 Miles From Murray, KY on 94 E.
The McClure's

HAPPY HOLIDAY TRAVEL, INC.
Phone 753-6116--0ffice
After Hours 436-5483. If no answer 436-5810

-

Election endorsement
goes to 'damp' camp
After much deliberation and soulsearching, the editorial staff of The
Murray State News has unamimous·
ly and unequivocally decided to sup·
port the "damp" vote, with a man·
date for a moist Murray.
We are well aware of the con·
troversy such a radical position will
surely start, but we' re ready for the
heat. We can take it.

They've been refreshingly calm
and quiet over the past few months.
The damps do not participate with
the debating duo in forums. They
have not spent even one penny on
advertising. And the damps don't go
student stumping for votes.
Students are confused enough.
Take heart, wets and drys. You
gave each other your best shots, but
you never had a chance.
The Committee for a Progt·essive
Murray campaigned on the platform
of legalizing alcohol for increased
tax revenues.

After all, the integrity of our
booming metropolis is at stake. So
it's up to the press, in our role as
watchdog for the community, to put
our collective necks on the line and
say what needs to be said. All others
This is admirable, but they forgot
seem to lack our intestinal fortitude, · one thing. The most progressive
but we'll let that fact slide.
things in a retirement capitol are
Many faithful readers out there strong laxatives and "drive alive at
are probably wondering why we 55 "clubs.
chose to fling our support to the
The Dry League and Concerned
damp camp. Well, simply put- the Citizens of Murray campaigned on
damps have style.
the platform of maintaining the
status quo of our fair city, which,
You've got to admire a political during the past few months has
organization that runs a tight ship, taken on the dimensions of the
sailing between the arid shores and crown jewel of western Kentucky.
drowning waves of political mumbo We never knew we had it that good.
jumbo. They chose not to mix with
This position is equally admirable,
the wets and drys in all the mud
but...
slinging.

When the fun of the weUdry vote
comes to an end, as all good things
must, will these citizens turn their
attention to topsoil conservation or
some equally worrisome problem
looming in Murray's future?
So, battle-weary voters, the dust is
And what do these other "concern- settling, and Sept. 27 is crawling
ed" citizens have to show for their ef· closer. Stick by your iron-clad conforts, besides reams of unendorsed victions and sense of moral justice.
flyers?
Vote damp.
The Drys are almost as
stimulating as Bill Clinton, · the
long-winded governor of Arkansas
who lulled delegates into comas at
the Democratic National
Convention.

FEEDBACK------Citizen tells opinions
about friends, alcohol
To the Ed1tor:
There is a pertinent issue we all
need to consider. No, it's not the
wet/dry issue. We all have our
arguments for the other guy's
arguments for our arguments
regardless of whether or not we're
a "wet" or a "dry." (I consider
myself to be a person actually).
This letter is about people. It's
about people getting along with
other people, having fun with
other people. This letter is about
people loving one another; caring
enough to really listen to them and
valuing them enough to spend
time for them. That's right, I said
"for them."
We get along well with others
when we do things for them. In
short, when we're unselfish. When
we listen to someone, we are doing
something for them. We are saying
that we value them.
When we do things with other
people we are telling them that
their friendship is important to us.
Having others value us helps our
self esteem. I hope that you
understand that we really do need
each other.

What scares me most about all
the campaigning concerning the
wet/dry question is the attitudes
that we seem to be holding on to so
~espera~ly . One glaring example
IS found m an advertisement in the
Sept. 9 issue of The Murray State
News. The ad insinuates that we
must have alcohol in order to have
"a fun place to eat" or "a place to
meet your friends" in Murray.
If we need alcohol in order to
have a good time then we have a
much bigger problem to address
than whether we should legalize
the sale of alcohol. If we have to
have alcohol to have fun or meet
our friends then we are dependant
on the alcohol.
I hope that on Tuesday, we will
all vote if we are registered. I pray
that we will not look upon each
other differently just because we
may have voted differently. Most
importantly, I hope that we are ·
dependant upon each other for our
fun, not upon things.
Paul Newman
707 112 Main Street

Action dismays minister
To the Editor:
Sept. 13, the University Campus
Ministers Association, of which I am a
member, sponsored a forum on the
wet/dry issue. Bright pink publicity
flyers were placed in several buildings
around campus. Students and campus
ministers distributed the flyers.
In Faculty Hall, shortly after a student
had placed a flyer on a wall, a person
walked by, remarked " This is
ridiculous," and removed the flyer from
the wall.
The student was stunned when she
realized this had occurred. Upon reflection, one realizes there are several questions that could have been asked, but in
this situation she was taken back.
I have no idea who this person was or
why he chose to deny the right of
publicizing an event. It seems there is a
basic principle that has been violated.

News
111 WiliOil Rail
2809 Unhtf'ffity Se ollon
Murray Stac.. Ulll~f'rail)
Murray. Ky. •20•11
7~

782-447!1

While a great deal of emotion and
deeply-held opinion~ surrounding the
wet/dry issue are being expressed, no
person has the responsibility or right to
deny any other person or group the right
of publicizing an event.
I think this serious action was uncalJ.
ed for, as well as irresponsible.
Perhaps this person is tired of hearing
about the issue. Perhaps he assumed
(\\Tongfully) there was a certain bias,
because of the sponsor . These
possibilities notwithstanding, the right
of freedom of expression must be both
protected and practiced.
I am sorry this happened on our cam·
pus, and I truly hope it never happens
again.
Barbara Nash
Project Coordinator
New Directions

Kevin Patton
Edit.or·IIIQi~f

Todd Ross
~e we

&ht.>r

John Waston
Sporu Ed11<>r

Cathy Davenport

Karen Gallagher

Campua Llf• Edilor

Viewpoint Editor
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Leaders discuss wet/dry vote
Wets

se~

We have seen the leaflet
recently r eleased by the Dry
Leagu e. Based on the
research conducted by the
Committee for a Progressive
Murray I would like to further clarify some of the
details contained therein.
Concerning the legal contr ol of outlets, the final
numbe r of package and
liquor - by - the - drink
esta blishments in a wet Murray will be determined by demand. Based on Bowling
Green's experience of about
65 percent quota utilization, a
realistic expectation would be
for about eight outlets of each
type, not 12 or 13.
Similarly, the number of
likely beer licenses would be
less than 40, not 60 or more.
{Kirby Ramsey, Bowling
Green Alcohol Beverage Commission, Aug. 8, 1988).
Also, we do have the option
of exercising local control
over business zones where
these outlets ru·e 1 • .:uted. By
state law, a wet precinct in a

tax benefits from legal alcohol

wet city can, by independently petitioning for its own vote,
following the main election,
vote and be declared dry. This
has happened in a number of
Kentucky cities. A ''no" vote
means that bootleggers will
continue to operate tn our
residential areas. A "yes"
vote will give local officals the
means to abolish these illegal
sales.
' In reference to the control of
signs and aesthetics, we can
control the placement of
displays. In the 1988 Supreme
Court decision of Lindsay 11.
The City of San Antonio, the
verdict states the city has the
power to regulate the place·
ment of portable signs. This
precedent established that
aesthetics is a legally protectable interest, enforceable by
city officals.
On control of minors' access,
the Dry League represen·
tatives publicly acknowledged, in a recent forum , that
Murray and Calloway County
already have a problem with

c
Joe
Chaney
underage drinking, and that
little has been done to control
it.
Because those illegal sales
now go untaxed, we lack the
funds to provide the needed
awareness, counseling and
enforcement programs for
minors. Other cities even use
specially trained police officers, who visit the schools
and speak with students.
Their training is paid for by
alcohol tax revenues.
There are other aspects to
consider, such as the impact
on business and tourism. Bas·
ed on the experience of
neighboring college towns,
legalized alcohol sales will
create hundreds of new jobs in
Murray.

Bowling Green's ABC Ad·
ministrator states that legal
sales add 188 direct and 2,724
indirect jobs to their economy.
Their director of tourism
notes that "tour buses may
not stop in a dry territory;"
and "some hotels may not.
consider a location unless
their facility can contain a
lounge for the sale of alcohol."
Concerning taxe s on
alcohol, State Statute 243.075
allows cities like Murray to
levy a reasonable tax on gross
alcohol sales (no fiXed percen·
tage limit) to cover the costs of
administering and enforcing
the laws governing those
sales.
In addition, business and
beverage license fees are collected. At present we collect
nothing on the alcohol being
consumed in Murray, which
greatly hampers our enforce·
ment efforts. Each new job
created will pay a city sticker
tax, which the city is free to
spend wherever it is most
needed.

Drys recognize city's prosperity
I appreciate this opportu~ity
to discuss the upcommg
wet/dry election.
One need not be a lawyer or
self-styled "expert" to see the
abundance of evidence that
highlights the advantages of
living in a dry community.
Let's look at case histories
from other Kentucky cities
that have gone wet.
Would going wet increase
the Murray State's enroll·
ment? After Morehead went
wet in 1982, Morehead State's
enrollment dropped by 67
students. In 1984, their enrollment dropped again by 420
students.
In 1987, Murray State had
Kentucky's lowest rate of
transfers to other state institu·
tions (0.61 percent.) That year,
dry Murray had nine students
transfer to Western Kentucky
University, but Western lost
46 students to Murray State.
This year's increase in student enrollment at Murray
State shows, just as student
polls have indicated, that the
wet/dry status has very little
impact on a student's choice of
schools.
Does a community's wet
status stimulate the economy?
Let's look at Morehead,
Russellville and Pikeville. All
three of these cities went wet
during 1982-83.
From 1983-88, Morehead
landed tteven new industries
for a tota l of 67 new jobs. Two
industries with six new jobs

COMMENfARY
Anita
Folsom
came to Russellville. Pikeville
received one new industry
with 10 jobs.
In contrast, Murray welcom·
ed three new industries during
those years for a total of 686
new jobs, many of which are
filled by students.
When one compares dry Murray with nearby wet Paducah,
the comparison is startling.
Murray ' s manufacturing
employment went up 103 percent in the decade before 1986,
while Paducah's dropped by 40
percent.
R. B. Barton, associate pro·
feasor of management and
marketing, has done extensive
research on the effects of
alcohol sales on the economy of
towns that go from dry to wet.
His research indicates that for
every one dollar added to the
local economy from alcohol
sales, there is a minimum $4 to
$6 cost to the local community.
The extra costs are for additional police expenses ,
emergency services, ad ·
ministrative costs, etc.
In fact, the people who profit
from such sales are the tavern
owners, while the rest of the

community pays increased
taxes to cover the difference.
Will alcohol -related
fatalities decrease if Murray
goes wet? Even if Murray's
citizens can buy liquor locally,
residents from Graves, Trigg
and Marshall counties will be
driving here to drink .
Wouldn't drinkers from these
surrounding dry counties be on
highways radiating from Murray, increasing the danger of
accidents?
I've heard the allegation that
if DUis (driving under the in·
fluence) increase, it means
that the police are catching
drunk drivers and preventing
accidents. Let's look at the
statewide figures (from Crime
in Kentuclcy, Kentucky State
Police.)
In 1986, the statewide DUI
arrests were 42,117, the·
alcohol-related accidents were
7,744 and the alcohol-related
fatalities were 289.
In 1986, the statewide DUI
arrests were 44,487, the
alcohol-related accidents were
7,761 and the alcohol·related
fatalities were 343.
When DUis increase,
fatalities increase also.
Will drinking by minors be
more easily controlled if Murray goes wet? Richmond, home
of Eastern Kentucky University, has been wet for years, yet
a 1986 grand jury found that
Richmond's underage drinking
problem hadn't lessened.
Rictimond's director of local

efforts to curb drug and alcohol
abuse said, "Madison County
has a tremendous problem
with underage drinking," (The
Richmond Regi8ter, March 25,
1987.)
In Bowling Green, speaking
of policing sales to minors,
Police Chief Gary Raymer
said, "It is an enforcement
nightmare," (The Daily News,
Dec. 9, 1987.)
If Murray has a problem
with teenage drinking, and I
think it does, legalizing sales
will only increase the problem.
This election isn't an issue of
the legality of drinking alcohol
in Murray. Obviously, judging
from the vote in 1985, many occasional drinkers voted for a
dry victory. They felt that stay·
ing dry makes Murray a safer
and more desirable place to
live . This is neither
hypocritical nor illegal.
To use an analogy, I can buy
a firearm here, but I can't fire
it in the city limits. Is that
hypocritical? No. It's a sensible
law to promote a certain quality of life. I can buy liquor
elsewhere for my own social,
non-profit use, bring it into
Murray and drink it, and no
law has been broken (KRS
242.230, Notes to Decisions, p.
47.)
HI choose to drink here, that
is one decision, but the question is, will Murray be better
off with bars, beer outlets and
package stores? The evidence
overwhelmingly says "no."

In reference to enforcement
statistics, the Dry League bas
pointed out how DUI (driving
under the influence) arrests
go up as enforcement increases when a city goes wet.
But, the real payoff is that
alcohol-r elated acci dents go
down, as problem drinkers
are identified and dealt with
through the courts.
The following is a case example of the college communi·
ty of Lexington. Between
1982-1986 the DU1 arrests
from a dedicated alcohol enforcement program were up
by 297 percent, but alcohol
related accidents were down
by 30.3 percent. And Bowling
Green actually had a lower
per capita crime rate (of 5.21
percent) in 1986 than Mur·
ray's (6.56 percent).
In conclusion, we urge the
citizens to consider both sides
of this issue. A "yes" vote
means sellers and users of
alcohol will have to pay their
fair ~hare of taxes.

Drys unable to
attend forum
To the Editor:
On Sept. 13, I participated in
an election forum at the University on the wet/dry issue. My
thanks go to the campus
ministers who sponsored the
event.
It was unfortunate that the
Student Government Association gave the Dry League only
one date, Sept. 22, on which to
participate in the proposed SGA
forum. Although we asked for a
second date, no options were forthcoming. . With no optional
dates, and with the speakers for
the Dry League either out of
town or having to work on Sept.
22, we were forced to miss the
proposed forum.
Thanks again to the campus
ministers for the opportunity to
debate this issue at the
University.
Anita Folsom
1002 Olive St.

The Murray State News is an
official publication of Murray
State University published
weekly on Fridays except during the summer and on
holidays. It is produced by a
staff supervised by advisor Ann
Landini.
Letters to the editor should be
submitted no later than 3 p.m.
Monday prior to publication.
Letters should be signed by the
author and include phone
number, classification or title
and address.
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Student shares wet views
To the Editor:
I have just a few final comments to make concerning the
upcoming wet/dry referendum. Yes, I know you've heard
enough about the whole stinking mess - I have, too.
When I ftrst volunteered to
join the Committee for a Progressive Murray, I thought
the campaign would be a great
learning experience in politics
and human nature. I got more
than I bargained for.
What started out as a quest
to abolish an unenforceable
law, has turned into a grave
disappointment. I'm not disappointed in the way our campaign has been run or in what
I am confident the outcome on
sept. 27 will be. (We have
gained huge community support, far greater than we had
anticipated). My disappointment has been in some of Murray's' residents, " permanent"
and students, alike.
For the past few months, I
have been accused of things
that I never would have
dreamed. Some say I am
"spreading the lies of the
Devil," a drunk, an "addict,"
etc.
Is all of this because I want
something different for the
area than they do? Because I

feel that Murray can accomplish far more than it has?
I' have quickly found out that I
don't know as much about
human nature, common
courtesy and "brotherly love"
as I thought I did.
But even more than this, I
am disappointed in many of
you - my fellow students and
"closet" wet supporters. You
agree with me that prohibition didn't work in the '20s
and doesn't work now.
You would Like to have
things that this town, in its
present state, cannot provide.
You would like to see a
change. But what have you
done about it?
I can't help wondering what
some of our professors must
think about the embarrassing
level of apathy of our generation.
When they were our age,
they had a purpose. They
stood for something_They banned together and fought for
something they believed in.
How can we expect to be
"movers and shakers" of the
next decade if we are unwilling to get involved with
changing the problems of today? Of course, I don't include
all of you. The help that many

of you have provided has been
invaluable.
Approximately 60 percent of
those students registered to
vote did so on the 1985 wet/dry
referendum. That's great but where were the other 40
percent? Do you realize that if
those students would have gotten out and voted "wet," you
would not be reading this
now? That's bow close it was.
Let's not let it happen again!
The time is now - a big part
of Murray is ready but they
need our help to make the
change. If you don't get out
and vote, for whatever side,
you only have yourself to
blame for the outcome.
In reference to Mike
Harlan's letter in the Sept. 2
issue of The Murray State
News, there are many aspects
to education that you can't
find in the classroom or textbook. Also, the "wet" leaders
are not students - several of
us have been diligent workers
during the campaign, not
leaders.
Finally, not only have I put
up posters on campus, but am
also a straight "A" student.
Why should you be surprised?
Jenny Puryear
Senior

Reader equates alcohol
with illegal, hard drugs
One of the reasons it is worse is
To the Editor:
I am writing to express my because people don't think it is
opinion concerning the wet-dry so bad.
issue.
·
One doesn't have to go far to
destruction caused by
find
We must realize that there is
alcohol
More than 50 percent of
much more at stake here than
our
vehicle
accidents are
just someone's right to buy
alcohol
related!
booze. The very lives of many
Don't try to tell me that we
people are at stake.
can cut drunk driving by movThe real reason alcohol is so in({ the booze closer to Murray.
popular here and elsewhere is
f believe drinkers would be
the fact that alcohol is a mindaltering drug. Let's face it! more careless if alcohol were
Drugs are popular in many available in Murray. Their
reasoning would be that "It's
circles!
only a few blocks or a mile to
If they were not, then we
drive home."
would not have a drug problem.
Drunks don't need long
It is unfortunate that many in
distances to cause death and
Murray are caught up in the
same facade as much of our destruction.
society.
I consider it a priviledge to atA vote for a wet Murray is tend college in a city where the
simply a vote for legalized sale sale of alcohol is illegal, just
of another mind-altering drug. like cocaine and marijuana.
Down with drug-pushing!
Let's fa~ it!
Alcohol damages our society a
I hope that the voters will
great deal. Its influences in have the common sense to vote
destroying our society probably uno."
far exceed other mind altering
drugs such as cocaine, etc.
Kevin Ray Birdwell
Most people will probably tell
Graduate student
you that alcohol isn't as bad as
those other drugs. It's worse!

Voter doubts benefits of leisure drinking
To the Editor:
Please permit me a few observations on the current wet/dry
campaign.
First, it is alleged that going
wet will drive the bootleggers
out of town. I grew up in a wet
area and we had bootleggers
there. What are these people
who have been making their
living bootlegging going to do?
Roll over and play dead? No,
they're going to find a way to
compete successfully and stay
in business and, if necessary,
they'll bootleg moonshine.
Second, what one man did and
did not see in an English pub is

not the ultimate definition of Isn't 96 percent enough? Those
reality. In spite of all the con- who wish to live in wet areas
viviality seen in The Student have 96 percent of the country
Prince, it is not necessary to to choose from. That, in my opihave your mouth and brain nion ou~ht to be enough.
loosened up by alcohol for
students and faculty to engage
Finally. it is asserted that goin "lively and informal ex- ing wet will bring more and
changes" after class.
"finer" res taurants, more
As a matter of fact, if they get tourists and more convention
to loosened up, the gears begin business. We had enough good
to slip. Such activity is, restaurants to get the No. 1
however, an excellent way to rating from Rand-McNally.
waste an aft.ernoon that could
Being legally dry did not
be better spent at the library.
preclude Shoney's from
Third, it was reported in the building a new motel and
Sept. 16 issue that 96 percent of restaurant. Nor did it preclude
the country was wet and four Mario's and Louie's from
percent dry. If so, may I ask: remodeling and reopening.

And, we're not going to have
any convention business to
speak of because we don't have
a convention center. We're not
going to build a convention
center with the taxes generated
by legalized alcohol sales
because the law won't allow it.
Dean Rowe was right. Murray

ain't broke and it don't need fixin'. Students, if you vote in this
election I urge you to vote " no."
We'll all be better off if Murray
and the University stay legally
dry.
Winfield H. Rose
1523 Canterbury Drive

Student decides
not to cast vote
To the Editor:
As a student of Murray
State, I feel that the majority
of us have no say in the wet
dry issue of this city. Even
though I drink, I am only a
temporary resident of this city and I would not have to put
up with the problems of a wet
city for the rest of my life as
permanent residents would.

Clint Durham
Sophomore

Finance expert offers differing economic analysis
To the Editor:
The Sept. 9 issue of Tlu
Murray Stok News contains a
front-page article on the
economic benefits of Murray
voting to go "wet." To put it
mildly, the article contains
some gross misrepresentations as to the economic impact on Murray.
So that I don't misrepresent
my position, let me say at the
outset that my personal decision is to vote "dry" in the
election. A primary reason for
this position is that, after 15
years of working and teaching
in the field of finance, I simp-

ly do not see the economic
benefits being anywhere near
those that are being claimed.
Joe Chaney, speaking for
the wet side, states in the arti·
cle that, as a result of going
wet, 100 new jobs will be
created by the alcohol selling
industry and that another
1,000 jobs will be created
indirectly.
Chaney goes on to say that
about $13 million would be
available to the community
by legalizing the sale of
alcohol (caused primarily by
the 1,100 new jobs).

In his analysis, Chaney
assumes that 10 indirect jobs
will be created for every
direct job. When I used a formula and data uaed by the
U .S . Bureau of Labor
Statistics for this purpose, I
determined the ratio to be
very close to 1.2 to 1, not 10 to
1.

A highly optimistic ratio
would have been 1.9 to 1. Adjusting for this change alone
revises Chaney's figures
downward by more than $8
million (from his total of $13
million).

You do not have to be an
economist to see if the wet
claims in the article are
realistic. For example, the
University payroll is approximately $27 million annually.
Would Chaney have us
believe that going wet would
have the effect of putting an
industry in Murray that has a
payroll approximately onehalfthe size of Murray State's
payroll with the same number
of full-time employees?
My analysis shows that the
total economic impact of going wet is less than one-fifth
of that claimed by the wet

proponents.
The total number of jobs
created would probably be
le88 than 200, not 1,100, with
the vast mejority of these earning the minimum wage.
Whether the revenues to the
city government exceed the
cost depends on the increased
cost of enforcement, which is
anyone's guess.
Let us try to base that decision on sound economic information and not some pie-inthe-sky numbers which are
highly unrealistic.
Larry Guin
1008 Westgate Drive
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Satellite to bring
meetings to MSU
By TERESA BRAGG
Staff Writer

Nationally known professionals will be brought to the
University t hrough video
teleconferencing starting at the
end of this month.
A satellite dish, to receive
video teleconferences, is being
installed at the Curris Center,
said Stan Key, director of conferences and workshops.
He said Utis will enable
University and area residents
to participate in conferences
and workshops from all over the
country. Key said the conferences will also be a cheaper
way for people on campus and
in the t•egion to view programs
presented by nationally and inter nationally known people.
The cost to bring a nationally
known person to campus would
be much greater than the cost to
receive the program through
teleconferencing, Key said.
The University recently joined the National University
Teleconference Network
CNUTN> to receive professional

development programs.
Key said the Center for Conti·
nuing Education and Academic
Outreach has been working on
this project for about two years.
He said they studied the
teleconferencing at other
universities before deciding to
join.
Approximately 250 colleges
and universities across the
country are involved with
NUTN.
Murray State is only involved
in receiving the videos and not
in transmitting them, but the
audio is two way, he said.
"We can call in and ask questions, but they can't see us,"
Key said.
The first sc h ed u led
teleconference will be Nov. 10.
This conference is being sponS<:'red by the College of Business
and Public Affairs and the College of I ndustry and
Technology.
The confer~nce will be a sym·
posium on Expert Systems
presented by Texas
Instt hments.

The Murray S tate
News
is full of
information for
YQ!L.

11 a.m.

to 2 p.m. daytime
$3.29
5 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
$3.69
Best

Se pt. 18
William Hodge reported the
theft of stereo speakers from ...
vehicle in t he Fra nklin Hall
parking lot.
Sept. 14
Ellen Jackson reported the
th t'~t of a car stereo from the
Hamilton Street parking lot.
Patricia Bryan reported the
theft of one hubcap from a 11eh1cle in the Special Education
Building parking lot.
Toni R e dden reported
criminal mischief (broken win·
dow) to a vehicle in the Wells
Hall par king lot.
Sept. 13
Greg Milton reported the
theft of a bicycle from the Curria Center.
Sept. 12
Dr. Ward Zimmerman, vice
president of finance and administrative services, reported
the theft of stereo speakers from
a vehicle in the Sparks Hall
parking lot.
Sept.lO
Rodney Sparks reported the
theft of tapes from the Springer
Hall parking lot.
J eff Williams reported the
theft of a stereo cassette player,
speakers and tapes from a vehicle in the Stewart Stadium
parking lot.

Sept. 9
Sharon Humphrey reported
the theft of a stereo cassette
player, equalizer and speakers
from a vehicle in the White Hall
parking lot .

Sept. 8
Christin a Wise r eport ed
criminal mischief (broken windshield) and vandalization to a
vehicle in the Stewart Stadium
parking lot .
Jennie Church reported the
theft of the knobs off a radio in a

Sept. 6
Ralph Nelson reported the
theft of a stereo from a vehicle
in the Special Education
Building parking lot.
Information for this report
was obtained from Capt. Carl
Martin of the University Department of Public Safety. Anyone
who sees a crime or h08 information regarding one should phone
the Department of Public Safety
at 762-2222 or 762-2701. -

Town,

Pigskin Party
Headquarters!

POLICE BFAT
vehicle in the White Hall park·
ing lot.
Teri Humphreys reported t he
theft of four spinne::- hubcaps
from a vehicle in tne Hester
Hall parking lot.
Teresa Storey reported the
theft of four spinner hubCaps
from a vehicle in the Hester
Hall parking lot.
Stacey Paschall reported the
theft of the knobs off a radio
from a vehicle in the White Hall
narking lot.
Michelle Vowel reported the
theft of speakers and jewelry
from a vehicle in the White Hall
parking lot.
Holly Bastins reported the
theft of an equalizer and tapes
from a vehicle in t he White Hall
parking lot.
Herbert Ba nks reported the
t heft of a car stereo from a vehicle in the Stewart Stadium
parking lot.
Angela Paulk reported the
theft of a stereo and sun visor
from a vehicle in the Stewart
Stadium parking lot.
Amy Hicks reported the theft
of a stereo from a vehicle in the
Stewart Stadium parking lot.
Peter Weimer reported the
theft of a radar detector and
stereo from a vehicle in t he
Stewart Stadium parking lot.
Michele Ray reported the
theft of speakers from a vehicle
in the White Hall parking lot.
Buffy Elkins reported the
theft of a stereo cassette player
from a vehicle in the White Hall
parking lot.

Pizza in
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Dine
NINTENDO Games
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FREE
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753-6656

Murray State Univer~ity Students

You Can Make The Difference
on Tuesday, And You Should!
• Everyone agrees that Murray State University is the #1 industry in
Murray. (What would Murray be without the University?)
•Everyone also knows that the most important group at the un•"alrcaT1lll
is the student body. (What would the University be without the
students?)
• What this means very simply is that Murray is your community. You
deserve to have a voice in shaping the future of Murray as much as
anyone. You should not be made to feel like second-class citizens.
•After all, we are not really asking for that much. Just some places
to go close to campus where you can relax, have fun and socialize
with your friends. Same as most other university students have.

YOU CAN MAKE IT HAPPEN!
Paid for by the Committee for a Progressive Murray

Committee For A Pr~gresslve Munay
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We believe Murray is better .off as a dry town for these three reasons:
1) The cost of policing and controlling the sale of alcohol- especially illegal sales to
minors -- will more than offset any tax gains to the city. By law, the city of
Murray can only use the regulatory license fee from alcohol sales (in most
places, 3%) for alcohol related problems.
2) The lower crime rate in dry cities makes them safer and more pleasant places in
which to live and raise families.
3) Many employers -- including those who give part-time jobs to students -- prefer
dry towns such as Murray. Murray's rapid growth in recent years -- in contrast
to wet communities such as Fulton ~d Paducah -- seems to suggest this.

Most students are not greatly affected by this campaign because
Kentucky law states that you have to be at least 21 to buy liquor.
We know you are here to get an education, and we are glad to
have all of you in our classes.
If you choose to vote in this election we hope you will join us and
support the dry side.

Durwood Beatty
\

Agriculture Department

Walt Tibbets

Agriculture

James Stuart

Biology

Stephen White

Biology

James Thompson

Economics

Gil Mathis

Economics

James B. Carlin

Education

Jerome Hainsworth

Education

Garth Petrie

Education

Bill Call

Engineering Technology

Marlin Greer

Engineering Technology

George Webb

Engineering Technology

Thayle Anderson

English

Kent Forrester

English

Jerry Herndon

English

Larry Guin

Finance

John Ferguson
Burt Folsom

Foreign Languages
History

Ann Carr

Home Economics

Kathy Timmons

Home Economics

Stan Groppel

Industrial Education and Technology

Eugene Schanbacher

Industrial Education and Technology

Bert Siebold

Industrial Education and Technology

R. B. Barton

Management and Marketing

Harvey Elder

Mathematics

Ken Fairbanks

Mathematics

Gary Jones

Mathematics

Winfield Rose
Mark Friend

Political Science
Safety Engineering and Health

Vernon Gantt

Speech Communication and Theater

Jerry Mayes

Speech Communication and Theater

David Whitmire

University Director, Accounting and Finance

Paid for by the Dry League-Concerned Citizens of Murray
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Funding formula-

KENTUCKY APPROPRJAnON RECOMMENDAnON
FORMULA
(percent of funding)
1988-89

continued from Page 1
Murray State University has
a very large area to serve. "We
must remain as comprehensive
as possible," she said. "We
must serve a large number in a
huge geographic area, and we
do it on a small student base."
Murray State is assigned 18
counties in western Kentucky:
Fulton, Hickman, Carlisle,
Ballard, McCracken, Graves,
Calloway, Marshall, Liv·
ingston, Cr ittenden, Lyon,
Trigg, Caldwe ll , Union,
Webster, Hopkins, Henderson
a nd Christian.
Stroup said that Murray State
must fulfill many services to
this region as far as business,
economy and culture are
concerned.
" Because we have a broader
geographic area to serve," she
said, "these service components
make demands on the time of
our faculty and institut ional
resources."
Quality incentives:
Dr. James Booth, vice presi·
dent for \academic affairs, said
that at the hearing, Murray
State was trying to focus on
whether everything should be
built into the formula exclusively or finding some way to build
in quality incentives.
"My option is to have some
kind of quality incentives for
the institutions," Booth sa]d. "1
think those need to be coor·
dinated by the Council on
Higher Education."

MSU's isolation
For example, Booth said he
did not think every university
in the state should have an ac·
credited industry and
technology program. Whether a
university had one or not
should be based upon the its
location in the state and its proximity to other universities.
Booth said Murray State
needs one since it is so isolated
from the other state univer·
sities, and he said Morehead
State University may need one
to cover the eastern part of the
state.
"There is a really serious
question in my mind,'' Booth
said, "Do you also need one at
Eastern Kentucky (University)
which is only a couple of hours
from Morehead? Do you need
one at Kentucky State whlch is
an hour away from Eastern?
Probably not."
He said that there could be a
program of incentives along
that line where the state looks
at what the needs of the state
are and what the needs are in a
particular region, and then
"help the universities develop
quality programs in specified
areas and provide some incen·
tive funding for doing that."

Ready for taxes
Booth said that the state
should not only try to reach 100
percent of the benchmark me·
dian, but also try to find some
quality incentives coordinated
through the CHE.
The problem with this, Booth
said, is the CHE cannot even
fully fund the formula let alone
raise additional money for the
incentives.
"The real issue is getting
more money for all of educa·
tion," he said, "and that is go~
ing to require a number of
initiatives."
..
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Booth said that the state,
especially western Kentucky, is
ready for additional taxes, for
example. "The people, in this
case, may have more wisdom
and foresight than what our
leaders have."
Accountability an d
productivity
"We are accountable to a
whole host of people - to the
students, to the tax payers, to
our constituents, and to our
higher education community
both within t his institution, in
Kentucky and the nation,"
Stroup said.
"I want to emphasize that
universities are more accoun·
table to more groups than any
other organization I know."
Stroup said that the most bla·
tant area of this accountability
is that all of Murray State's
records are public, all of its actions are public and everything
it does is open to public
scrutiny.
In other areas of accountabili·
ty, Murray State has been
through a management study,
hired outside consultants to
make it more efficient and has
recently completed a 10·year
review by the Southern Associ a·
tion of Colleges and Schools
(SACS). In addition, all college
programs have been through
full review and many have been
eliminated.
Gerald Von Deylen, senior
partner in the Arthur Andersen
and Company accounting firm
of Lowsville, is the auditor for
Murray State and other higher
education institutions in the
state.

Sound practices
"I have found that the ad·
m1nistrations and the regents
at these institutions, particular·
ly including Murray State
University, are committed to
sound fiscal policies and pro·
cedures,'' Von Deylen said.
"In my role as an auditor at
these institutions, I have not
noted any abundance of im·
prudence on the part of the ad·
ministrations in the way they
are spending the taxpayers
dollars," Von Deylen said.
Kentucky Revised Statute
{KRS) 164.020 provides that the
Council on Higher Education
shall "consider the re·
quirements and review the
budget requests... of the institutions of public hlgher education
as to their respective needs."
The statute further directs
that the Council 1 'devisl!f,
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establish and pe r iodically
review and revise formulas for
use in making recommends·
tiona to provide to the governor
and the legislature for use in
making appropriations for t he
institutions of hig h er
learning."

40 units, Air Conditioned, Electric Heat,
Telephone & TV in Rooms, Good
Restaurants Convenient
Reid & Viqpnia Bale, Managers
US 641. South City Limits
Murray

In April 1983, the Council on
Higher Education approved the
K entucky A ppropriation
Recommendation Formula. The
formula was the basis for the
Council's and t he governor's
recommendations and the
General Assembly's appropria·
tiona for institutional oper ating
support in the 1984-86, 1986-88
a nd 1988·90 biennia.
In accordance w1th policies
adopted by the Council
(November 1984 and May
1986), t here have been no major
changes in the formula since
1982.

753-2682

Back

Twin Lakes
Office Products

David Denton, chairman of
the CHE Finance Committee,
said that t he hearings were not
for the benefit of the a dministration and t he eight state
university pr esidents.
''This hearing process is being
done pursuant to statute
because the statute says that all
persons who have interest in
higher education must be given
an opportunity to address that
interest at hearings such as
thiR," Denton said. "So we ge·
nuinely want to hear from
members of the faculty,
members of the staff, members
of the student body, legislators
and just plain citizens.''
Any perilon wanting to make
comment to the Council may do
so in v.Titten form by sending
comments to the CHE in
Frankfort.
These comments arid
documents will be filed as part
of the record. The last day for
accepting comments is Oct. 7.
The Finance Committee also
has heard testimony from
Morehead State Univer sity,
Eastern Kentucky University
and Western Kentucky University. It will hear testimony from
Northern Kentucky University
Monday.
E d itor's note: This is the first
of a tu:o-parl series on the Coun·
cil on Higher Education's fun·
ding formula hearing at Murray
State. The issues of the formula.
use policy, benchmark institutions and formula rate will be
addressed ne;tl u•eek.

The sisters of

Alpha aamma
.

:DeLta

are proud of their
Homecoming Candidates
Susan Dickinson
Kristy Finn
Carrie Germain
Kim Green
J oelle Hartz
J illian Schneider
and congratulations to
Susan for making
Homecoming Queen fmalist
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Foreign movie
' Light Years'
rescheduled
By STEPHANIE HENSON

,
I

Staff Writer
The Cinema International
film Light Years was cancelled Sept. 8 because the
distributor did not send the
film, said Michael Wagg,
director of the film series.
Wagg said the film will pro·
bably be 1·escheduled for next
semester.
Wagg, an associate pro·
fessor in the foreign language
department, has been with
the program since it was flrst
created in the fall of 1986.
"Cinema International carries on a tradition of classic
Hollywood international
films," he said.
The films are strictly for
entertainment, and are not
programmed for the classes
that students are taking,
Wagg said.
A committee of faculty,
staff and students decide
which films will be shown
each semester. Usually eight
or nine films are shown each
semester.
The films are shown the
fll'St half of every semester
because the audience tends to
fall off after the ninth or lOth
week of echool, Wagg said.
"Many.students have never
seen this kind of film," Wagg
said, "but the students that
have, come back to see other
films."
Wagg said that the average
audience is about 100 people.
The fllms are shown on
Thursday nights at 7:30 in
the Curris Center. Admission
to all of the films is free.
Some of the films that will
be shown this semester are
The Return of Martin Guerre,
A Man Called Horse, Hour of
the Star and Macbeth.

Classified
For Sale
IBM Selectrive
typewriter - $75
Call 753-2864 after 5 p.m.
Marketing Firm seeks individual to
work part-time or lull·llme
marl<eting cre<frt cards to students on campus. Flexible hours.
Earn between $90- $150/day. Call
1-800-932.0528. Ext. 25

Wet/Dry__.;.__ __

Academic affairs adds 30 classes
By JANIE M. STEPHEN

Staff Writer
Thirty new courses have been
added to the Murray State
course offerings this fall, accor·
ding to the office of academic
affairs.
In addition, 42 other courses
have undergone either number
ot name changes. Another 19

courses have been dropped from
the inventory offerings.
"The 30 new courses are
classified as Transaction Type I
and have additions in 20 course
areas, • said Barbara Rose,
secretary for James Booth, vice
president of academic affairs.
Transaction Type I courses
are classes being offered for the

Continued from Page 10

flrst time at Murray State.
Some of these courses were
available this fall while most
will be offered in the spring.
The remaining 42 courses are
the same except for a number,
name or description change.
The new courses and descriptions will be included in the
University catalog.

Green said he will be glad
when the election is over and he
thinks most other people will be
also. "I think most people will
be glad when next Tuesday
comes and goes." he said.
Yancy said he thinks the cam·
paign rhetoric has calmed dur·
ing the last two weeks because
people are getting tired of hear·
ing about the election.

Dry Leagut:-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - c ontlnued from Page 10
formed the county clerk informs
the group that they must file
with the registry
Green said he thinks the Dry
League will not be penalized if
the proper information is sent
to the registry soon. ''I'm not
really all that concerned about
it," he said.

With this report, the
organization must make public
a list of campaign contributors,
WalJace said.
When a group receives or expends $3,000, they must file a
report 32 days before the elec·
tion, 12 days before the election
and 30 days after the election.

The only two precincts to vote
wet in the 1985 election were
When the organization precincts five and nine. Precinct
reaches the $3,000 level, they five contains most of the
must report at the next University and has 2,504
registered voters for this
deadline, Sacre said.
election.
Most of the University
For example, if the group did
not reach the $3,000 mark until students will vote in the fifth
11 days before the election, they precinct at Racer Arena. The
would not have to report until sixth precinct will be voting at
the Special Education Building.
30 days after the election.
The polls will be open from 6
a.m. until 6 p.m.

''Ia lot of hype.
don't want

I just want

something I ·
can count on.''
Some long diStance
rompanies prorruse you
the moon, but what you
really wam is dependable,
high-quality service. That's
just what you'll get when
you choose A1&T Long
Distance Setvice, at a cost
that's a lot less than you
think. You can expect low
long distance rates, 24-hour
operator assistance, clear
connections and immediate
credit for wrong numbers.
And the assurance that
virtually all of your calls will
go through the first time.
That's the genius of the
A1&T Worldvvide Intelligent
Network
When it's time to
choose, forget the gimmicks
and make the intelligent
choice-AT&T.
Ifyoutllike to know
more about our products or
service;, like International
Calling and the AT&T Card,
call us at 1800 222-0300.

Government Jobs!
$18,037 to $69,405.
Immediate hiring! Your area.
call (Refundable)
1-518459·3611 Ext. F 4069A
for Federal List 24 Hrs.

Make $1,000 in one
weeki Student
organization needed for
marketing project right
on campus. Must be
motivated and
organized.
Call 753-0645
right away.

•

AW

The right choice.
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MSU considering
more phone lines
By KRISTI RUGGLES
Reporter

Murray State students may
soon find relief from that
frustrating busy signal that
prohibits them from placing offcampus phone calls.
The idea of increasing the
number of phone lines going off
campus is being seriously considered, said Jim DeBoer, director of computer and information
systems.
As of now, 68 phone lines go
off campus, DeBoer said. Eighty
lines are open for people outside
of the 762 prefix to call on
campus.
If it is decided to improve the
phone system, 78 lines will be

Dir~ctories

available to dial off campus,
DeBoer said.
However, these additional 10
lines would cost $12,000.
DeBoer said if the decision is
made to increase the number of
phone lines, it will take about a
month to install them.
"This might be an unnecessary strain on the
budget.'' he said, "because
usually off-campus phone calls
decrease after the first month or
so of the semester."
DeBoer said the most difficult
time to dial off campus is between 7 p.m. and 11 p.m. Sunday
through Wednesday. He said
students should avoid these
times or make the conversations shorter.

expected soon

By STEPHANIE GAETTA
Reporter

bid this year. The company's
rights entitle them to sell
advertising which covers the
cost of the publication of MSU's
student phone books.

Student phone directories will
be available the second week of
October.
Jimmie O'Donley, who is in
O'Donley said that there will
charge of student publications
and literature at the Student be one student directory
Government Association office, distributed to every dorm room
said he does not forsee any pro- and faculty departments.
blems in the scheduled distribuThose who commute to the
tion of the directories.
Every year the SGA office University or live off campus
takes bids from various can pick up their directory with
publishing companies. G.B. a student ID at the Information
Publications was awarded the Center in the Curris Center.

Lose Weight
fast and
keep it off.

Dleto
Ce11tet~~
Jln.·!,!"t'IHIII/•KfJ'tfJ/t~'fJUIIt.tft

BAPTIST CHURCH
MURRAX KENTUCKY

WELCOME STUDENTS
Sept.25
Sunday School- 9 a.m.
Worship Service -10:45 a.m.

IKnnerontheGround
203 S. 4th St.
FREE PEPSI
TO PAY
CURRIS CENTER
11 a .m. - 1:30 p.m.

1210 J ohnson Bhd.
Ph one 7fS3.0020
Diet Hours
Monday-Friday
8am.-12:30p.m.,3p.m.·5p.m.
Saturday lOa.m.-noon

The brothers of

Learn how to eat the
foods that will energize
your mind and satisfY
yourbodyaspounds
disappear. day after day.
You can lose up to 10 lbe.
In two weeks or 25 lbs. In
six weeks.
Call today for your free
consultation.

S% discount with MSU m

r.::::::~AVA H:CH:=====:::;~

SCHOLARSHIPS
FOR MEDICAL
STUDENTS.

Clint Adams
Keith Askin
Dennis Bristol
Jamie Bundren
Tom Davis
Greg Duncan
Randy Enyart
Brad Fish
Jeff Hargis

Medical school costs are nsing every
day They're climbing foster than many
students can handle without the right
kind of financial help. If you're a
ITI~d1cal student, the Air Farce may
hove the best answer for you. We offer
on excellent scholarship program that
can ease the financial strom of medico!
or osteopathy school and allow you to
concentrate on your studies.
Participation IS based an competitive
selection Let the Air farce make on
investment In your professional future.
For more mformotion. call

Capt. Martin
501·985-2225 Collect

1!::::===.:::-;&i~

would like to congratulate
our Fall 1988 pledge class.

:

>

Reggie Kennedy
Gary Morris
Chris Newton
Scott Nix
Kelly Starks
Craig Sullivan
Richie Sullivan
Greg Thompson
Mike Young

... another perfect rush!

--
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Women's league
fights mine deed

rhe time is now to
advertise with the
MSU News.

pen to their land," Clark said.
"We feel this is wrong."

By DIANA KINGSBURY
Reporter

The legalization of alcohol
sales bas been hotly debated in
Murray recently, but one group,
the League of Women Voters,
prefers to concentrate its efforts
on other matters.
The Murrey-Calloway County
chapter of the League is more
interested in a mineral rights
amendment to the , state constitution, known as the "broad
form" deed amendment, said
Judy Taylor-Clark, member·
ship chairman.
For many yeiU'l;, landowners
signed over the mineral rights
to their land using a general
form called a ''broad form "
deed.
Past court decisions have
allowed that, under Kentucky
law, a broad form deed gives the
mineral owner the right to all
minerals on t.he land,
regardless of what methods are
needed to extract those
minerals.
In recent years, this has come
to include strip mining.
" Many people who signed
over their mineral rights didn't
realize what was going to hap.

When broad form deeds were
first instituted, though, mining
~chniques such as strip mining
did not exist yet.

WeCcome to tfie ...
•

f{lniversity
Cliurcli of Christ

"Mining procedures have
changed since the laws' were
written," said University attorney James Overby. "Strip
mining was not an issue then."
The league will sponsor a
forum 0ct. 25 at the Calloway
County Pub lic Library to
discuss the broad form deed
amendment and a lottery
amendment, which the
organization is not taking a
stand on.

'13i6Ce CCasses................9 a.m.
:Morning 'Worsfiip...... 10 a.m.
f£vening Worsfiip .........6 p.m.
Wecfnescfay

Members will also register
voters Oct. 1 in the entrance to
the Mun·ay Wal-Mart.
The league is a nonpartisan
organization which supports
nonpartisan community
improvements.
Thirty-eight women in Mur·
ray and Calloway County are
involved in the local chapter,
which is open to women and
men.

801 9{snt/i.12tfi.St.

{JJI.cross f rom S tewart S tatlium)

Check the Calendar for
upcoming events.
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csoo(ID~1lfl 0®®~®
Amidst gray skies, falling rain ... and falling
watermelons, campus sororities slipped and slid their way
through Lambda Chi Alpha Watermelon Bust events last
Friday.
Although the day's events were postponed about an hour
because of drizzling rain, Damon Dowdy, fraternity president, said Bust Week was a success overall.
"Friday's events were challenged by the rain," Dowdy
said. "It wasn't going to work without the cooperation of
the girls, and they came through and stuck it out."
Typical of the day, girls in events such as the
watermelon eating contest ran back to the starting line
only to slide into the next person ready to run for the
watermelon.
Alpha Gamma Delta sorority, obviously, did not let the
rain dampen their spirits. They took home the
Watermelon Bust Spirit Award.
Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority won the events competition, and Michelle Johnston, of Alpha Gamma Delta
sorority, was named 1988 Miss Watermelon Bust.
Dowdy estimated the fraternity raised $500 from Bust
Week for the Christian Children's Fund.

\

Photo by JEFF BURDGE

Photo by ALLEN HIU.

DESPITE RAIN, Lambda Chi Alpha Watermelon Bust proved to be a time of fun and smiles for campus sororities.
Dawn Hale, Danna Banton and Allee Johnson (top photo),
all of Alpha Gamma Daha sorority, take time to pose while Jill Robb and the Alpha Sigma Alpha team (above)
compete In the watermelon hike event. The Alpha Omicron
PI girls and their Lambda Chi coaches give a cheer (above,
right), while (at right) Karen Lassiter, of Alpha Daha PI, and
a Lambda Chi Alpha member 'eat and be merry.'

Photo by ALLEN HILL
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Students say living off-campus
has advantages, disadvantages
president so I have to live here,
but I love it and I wouldn't
Leaving home and going to move back (to the dorms) now,"
college is a big step toward in- Champion said.
"The biggest problem I have
dependence Many Murray
found
living here - and it's a
State students, however, have
taken an even bigger step little thing - is when people
over and use all the
toward independence by choos· come
dishes," she said.
ing to live off campus.
By JENNA NEWTON
Staff Writer

While moving out of the
dorms and off campus into the
"reat·• world definitely has its
advantages, many have found
that with that independence
and freedom from the rules of
the dormitory come many new
responsibilities and problems.
Although John Robson, a
senior from Lancater, Ohio, enjoys the privacy and quietness
of the apartment he shares with
a friend, he said things are not
always perfect.
"Lot's Qf things have gone
\ wrong," Robson said. "We've
had problems with the shower
and our plumbing."
On the other band, Robson
said the location and price of his
apartment make it an ideal
place to live. His new home is
much closer to classes than his
dormitory room had been.
The main disadvantage of hia
living off campus, he said, is the
distance of his apartment from
the cafeteria and the Currie
Center. " If I want to go to the
cafeteria or the Curris Center, I
usually drive and that's a pain
sometimes,'' Robson said.
After living in the Alpha Phi
house for less than three months, Sabrina Champion said living in the sorority house is a
great experience. "I'm (sorority)

-

Although Champion lives
with 10 other girls in the Alpha
Phi house, she said finding time
alone and a quite place to study
is not as difficult as it might
seem. "I can always go unpstairs t~ my room and shut the
door. It's really no different
from the dorms," she said.
Champion said the most important thing she haa gained
from living in the house so far is
a chance to get to know her
sorority sisters better.
Unlike Champion, however,
Kelly Steely, a junior from Mur·
ray, said few quiet momenta are
found at the Alpha Tau Omega
house. People who plan to do
much studying bad better stay
in the dorms or plan many trips
to the library, he said.
"When you live in the dorm
you spend more time studying,
but with all the guys here in the
house there is always
something going on," Steely
said.
After living in a residence
hall for two years, Steely decided to move into the Alpha Tau
Omega house this fall . "I decided to move in because I am an
officer but also because I am
younger and my classes are not
as difficult as they arc going to
be later," he said.

TOYOTA OU/\Lil Y SERVICE

OIL CHANGE WITH FILTER
• lnclud(:S uo 10 'I qua no; of oll.1nd f:<'nulnr 1''""'·'

douhl•· fillninr '"' lilkr
• Comvlcll' un~•·• I he· hood chtock o1.111 bch'l. ho~t"!l
and fluid ll'vel~

Steely said he will use this
semester as a sort of "trial." If
he can keep is grades up he said
he will probably stay at the
house. If not, he will go back to
the dorms or live at home.
Aother disadvantage of living
off campus is missing out on
campus activities, Steely said.
Senior Steve Wilson moved
into a house ofT campus last
month after living in the dorms
for two years. Although Wilson
said he misses seeing people
walking across campus and in
the dorms, living off campus
has been an excellent learning
experience for him.
"You learn responsibility and
independence living off campus,
but you can also do what you
want when you want," Wilson •
said.
He said that just as moving
into the dorms is a learning
step, moving out of the dorms is
also a learning step.
Michelle Sauer, a junior from
Henderson, said the house she
shares with sorority sister Cammy Gregory seems much more
like home than her old room in
Hester Hall. "When I leave
campus I have aome place to
come home to. The dorm rooms
are like a little box; this is more
close to a real home," Sauer
said.
She said the main advantage
of living off campus for her is
that it is much easier to study.
"My classes were getting
harder and I needed more time
to study. I can study more efficiently at the house because
there is no noise," Sauer said.

$21.85

TOYOTA QUALITY

WHO COULD ASK FOR ANYTHING MORE!

TOYOTA OF MURRAY
515 s. 12th
753· 4961

PIGGLY
WIGGLY
"The Original "merican Supermarket"
Open 7 a.m. to midnight 7 days a week
South 12th & GlendaJe

753-9616
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Land Between the Lakes
offers sights, activities
By MICHAEL POWELL
Staff Wrtter

Looking for a nice place to get
away from all the stress and
hassle of studies?
Don't despair. Land Between
the Lakes (LBL) can offer an
escape.
"LBL offers something for
just about everybody," said Sue
Reid Draper, executive director
of LBL Association.
LBL's 170,000 acres offer
fishing, hunting, camping and
sight-seeing to students and
faculty alike. Of particular interest, perhaps, is the Golden
Pond Visiters Center, which
houses LBL's main orientation
and information features.
" Between Rivers and
Friends," a multi-media presen·
tation about the west
Kentucky-Tennessee region, is
shown at the center's theater to
prescheduled groups on
Wednesdays, Thursdays and
Fridays and to the general
public on Saturdays and
Sundays.
Another of LBL's main drawing cards, Draper said, is Empire Farm. Located in the Environmental Education Area,
the farm offers programs on
traditional and modern ways to
live more self-sufficiently. The
farm site bas a greenhouse,
beehives, barn areas and
holding pens that house a varie·
ty of domestic livestoCk.
The Golden Pond Observatory
provides use of a 12 1/2-inch
telescope to view LBL's starry
skiel'. And, Draper said, history
buffs will want to see The
Homeplace-1850, located in the
southern area of LBL. This recreated 19th century farmstead
helps p1·ovide, for the layperson, a broad background
about life on a farm in the
1850s. Sixteen restored log
structures and the reenactment
of a farm family living in the
style of the 1850s make up this
attraction
"Everybody needs a nature
break," Draper said. "If you're
into the outdoors, LBL is unique in that we have acres and
acres where you can get off by
yourself or with a group."
The Woodla'nds Nature
Center, also located in the Environmental Education Area, is
a natural resource center
featuring live animal and plant
exhibits. "It's good if you want
to see flora and fauna," Draper
said. For those students and
faculty who have children, the
nature center is an ideal place,
she said.
LBL's buffalo herd is also a
popular attraction, she said.
The herd of 50 roams a 200-acre
pasture near the
Homeplace-1850 and is a living
example of a successful wildlife
conservation project, she said.
Fees for LBL activities range
from 75 cents for children 6
years old to 17 years old, up to
$2.50 for adults. Children under
the age of six are allowed in
free. Most of the fees collected
by the LBL Association go
toward defraying the cost of
running LBL, she said.
Draper said LBL started in
1964 with an annual budget of
$4 million which rose as high as
$11 million before President
Ronald Reagan's budget cuts of
the '80s reduced it to the cur-

rent budget of about $5 million
a year.
"We (LBL) were zeroed out (in
the government budget) a cou·
ple of times, but Congressman
Hubbard helped to persuade
Congress to not blank us out
totally," she said.
In addition to regular fees, an
annual pass is available for
unlimited visitation to all
regularly scheduled programs
at the facilities. The $25 pass is
valid for one year from date of
purchase and covers the entire
family. Draper said there is a
student membership of $10.
Other activities that Drape1'
said were offered at LBL include horseback riding, off-trail
riding, an eagle-hatching program, a slide show on the
former moonshine industry in
the LBL region, Civil War
reenactments, boating, picnick·
ing and camping.
"You can camp just about
anyplace in LBL,'' Draper said,
" but we may have to reassess
that." Draper said that it is
hard to police the area and the
added threat of fire is always
present.
Draper said she does not
believe MSU students utilize
LBL to their best advantage.
" Nobody uses it (LBL) to its full
advantage," she said.
Richard Paterson, supervisor
for LBL marketing and promotion, said it is his impression
that "not that many students"
utilize the facilities at LBL.
Both Draper and Paterson !laid
they believe the possibilities of
use of LBL facilities are
endless.
The pers onality of the
students is a big factor in who
uses LBL and who does not,
Paterson said.
He presented figures showing
that out of about 40,000 LBL
visitors surveyed in a questionnaire, only 3.5 percent were
Murray residents. Out of that
figure, he estimated, about 17.5
percent were MSU students.
Harriet Clark, a clerk in the
patrol office, said more than 2.2
million visits were recorded at
LBL in 1987. Most of those were
repeat visits, she explained.
Draper wants to see more
students utilizing LBL ,
primarily because the area has
so much to offer them.
"Knowing LBL means spending time here," she said. "It's
the only way you can really appreciate what LBL really is."
One way students can utilize
LBL is to participate in the in·
tern and apprentice program,
she said. The intern program
was developed in 1964 and gave
students a chance to take a professional part in the develop·
ment and maintenance of a national recreation area.
Jim Carpenter, coordinator of
professional development,
marketing and planning, said
that, since 1964, more than 800
students from more than 150
universities have participated
in the program.
The 5-12 intern program is of·
fered to undergraduates, and
pay for interns during ,the
period is about $1,000. The apprenticeship program is for
graduate students and lasts for
a year. Carpenter said the pay
for an apprentice is about
$8,000, and students may also
do volunteer work.
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·Formei football hero speaks
about dangers of drug abuse
By JANIE M. STEPHEN
Staff Writer

Edward Eugene "Mercury"
Morris believes attitudes,
choices and the ability to stand
for the choice you make are the
real issues concerning our
society.
A former Miami Dolphins
running back and a National
Footbal1 League Hall of Famer.
Morris spoke to an audience
comprised of approximately 250
Murray State students and
members of the general public
in the Curris Center Ballroom
Sept 15. His visit to campus was
sponsored by the University
Center Board and campus
recreation.
In his speech, Morris, a
former cocaine-user himself,
focused on the topics of drug
abuse and the need for individual choices in our society.
"In 1988, our society is in a
drug rut because of what we do;
what used to be a groove is now
a rut, and we must address how
we got to this point if we want a
solution ," said the All American tailback from West
Texas State University and
third-round draft choice for the
Dolphins in 1969.
Morris took the audience on a
nostalgic walk down memory
lane by refreshing the crowd's
memory of what was happening
20 years ago - the deaths of
Martin Luther King Jr. and
John and Robert Kennedy, the
Vietnam war and the 1968 riots
and Olympic boycotts.
That era was a strange time,
he said, and our society wanted
changes and con s cience
awareness was very high. Society did not wait on the govern·
ment because government has
always been far behind the
wishes of the people, he said.

' Mercury' Morris
As the war ended and civil

rights issues faded, nothing was
left except various attitudes,
Morris said. The attitudes concerning drugs were that they
were groovy, passe, cool, hip; it
was the me decade. During the
early and mid 70s, drugs were
considered acceptable to use by
society, but as the decade grew
to a close they were not, he said.
Morris paralleled his point by
referring to comic-actor Foster
Brooks. In the 1970s, Brooks, a
very popular comedian of the
time, played a drunkard on
television. By the end of the
decade, however, he could not
be found on any television show
because it was not funny to be
out of control, Morris said.
"Our society was trying to get
out of the drinking and drug rut
of the 1960s," he said.
"The media is also responsible for the attitudes of the society," he said. "We see an image
on television and then we try to
imitate it."

Take a break with us!
The Murray
State News

Morris said that although at
one time in his life he was a
drug user he grew out of the
necessity for that behavior.
"It was the choice I made, a
choice anyone using alchol or
drugs has to make. You have to
make a choice and then stand
for the choice you have made,"
he said.
Morris went on to say that co·
caine is not dangerous; it's the
choice to use cocaine that
makes it dangerous. He also
said being an athlete has
nothing to do with drug use but
that drugs are found in every
avenue of our society.
Morris, a member of the 1972
Miami Dolphin team that had
an unprecedented and yet-to-be·
matched 17-0 season, advised
the crowd to fix a goal in their
minds and make the decision,
the choice to accomplish it.
Morris retired from football in
1976 and in 1982 was arrested,
tried and convicted on charges
of cocaine trafficking. After he
served three and a half years in
prison, his case was dismissed
as a mistrial by the Florida
Supreme Court.
Morris said he was glad the
fighting of that ordeal was over,
and he decided to write a book
on his experience. Since his
release from prison, he has been
touring and speaking on the
topic "Why we do the things we
do."
He concluded his hour-long
speech here with a few words of
advice: "Sometimes we are our
own worst enemy, but wPt can
change it and become our own
best friend.
"You don't drown by jumping
into the water; you drown by
staying there," .Morris said.
"You have got to sink or
swim...the choice is yours."
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lOth ANNIVERSARY SALE
Selected merchandise throughout the
store

REDUCED 25% to 75% OFF
Furniture on our sidewalk
reduced 60% off

Other Rattan
Furnitur e
reduced

9""ou Jtre Invitee£ to Participate
In tfie Jtctivities of tfie

University
Christian Student
Center
W omens 'DevotionaCs - Monaays 7 p.m.
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CASE provides
chance for talent
By JILL JAMESON

Reporter
Students who are interested
in performing but have busy
schedules now have a way to
display their talents through a
new program in the speech com·
munication and theatre
department.

ed to place an emphasis on per·
formance. The program is
designed for the studen t who
wants to perform but does not
feel he has the time. Rehearsals
will be planned around participants' schedules, she said.

"This program is not limited
to speech and theater students.
It is open to any student in·
The program, Communication teres ted in performing,"
Arts in Service to Education Ballard said.
(CASE), is open to participants
from the student body and the
CASE projects will he created
community who are interested from the talents of the par·
in any type of performing, ac· ticipants, she said.
cording to program coordinator
Projects already planned for
Kathryn Ballard.
this semester include Hallo·
Ballard said CASE is centered ween and Christmas entertain·
around student input, direction ment troupes, interpretative
and performance.
literature readings, book recor·
Most of the program's pro· dings for readers with coin.
jects, she said, will be short ac· prehension difficulity, and a
tivities designed to travel to program of dramatic prose
classroom's, meeting rooms and literature in conjunction with
residence halls. Activities will the Vietnam Experience which
include some works written by will be at Murray State in
students and some November.
improvisatiops.
Anyone who would like to par''I am definitely open to re· ticipate in the CASE program
quests and ideas for projects," or have a group perform for his
class or organization may con·
Ballard said.
The coordinator said CASE tact Ballard in Wilson Hall,
was created when she was ask· Room 313, or call 762-4448.

New show offers
MSU TV variety
By CATHY DAVENPORT
Campus Life Editor

You can call it "The Show.'' or
you can call it "The Show with
Jeff Turley." You can call it
"The Talk Show," or you can
call it "The Talk Show with Jeff
Turley."
You can call it. anything you
want ... just as long as you
watch it.
That's the advice from Jeff
Turley, host of MSU TV ·11 's
newest talk show, which will
air for the first time 10 p.m.
Thursday.
"It's not a rinky-dink production.'' Turley said. "This is big
time television."
The production has its own
theme song, and the band
"Charisma" wi1l play for each
filming, he said.
"The Show'~- as the produc·
tion crew likes to call it - is a
30-minute show featuring
guests from the campus and
community, Turley said. Each
episode will consist. of three
separate segments, he said.
During the first part of "The
Show," Turley will talk with
guest speakers about con trover·
sial and/or significant issues af·
fecting the campus or communi·
ty, and the second segment will
be devoted to a "soft piece" of
interest to viewers.
The last part, he said, will be
a humor segment, dw·ing which
time members in the audience
may be asked to participate.
Later on, students will have the
opportunity to try out for ap·
pearances as stand-up come·
dians, he said.
Two episodes of "The Show"
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Friday- Saturday All-You-Can-Eat
8 varieties seafood, ribs, homemade
desserts, (16 items) of food
U.S. Hwy. 641

$8.95

753-4141

What's It like having HBO?

And when you add Clnemax?

will be taped before a live audience every other \Vednesday
night in the Curris Center
Stables. Admission to the tap·
ing is free, he said, and each
showing will air three times
throughout the week on a staggered schedule.
"I think once they (the
viewers) see the first show, we
will pretty much have a full
house for each show," Turley
said.

Larry Nixon, Murray City
Police chief, and Ross Meloan,
Intra-Fraternity Council ad·
viser, will be the main guests
for the first show, which will be
taped 9:30 Wednesday night.
Turley said be wil1 most likely
talk with N1xon and Meloan
about the outcome of the
wet/dry election and its affect
on the campus and community.
Turley, news director for
TV-11, said he was asked to
host "The Show" because of his
live interviewing experience.
With a bachelor's degree from
Murray State in broadcast news
production, Turley has worked
in commer cial broadcasting for
11 years at radio stations in
Kentucky, Tennessee, Florida
and Texas. He is currently
working on his master's degree
in journalism and
communications.
However, "The Show" is the
actually the brainstorm, be
said, of its three- producers:
Dean Jones, a senior from Pilot
Oak who received two national
awards last year for copl·oducing "Lafferty Hall"; Dan
Patton, a senior from Benton;
and Roger Seay, a graduate stu·
dent from Princeton.

-

HBO brings you the best in ~ntertainment. Blockbuster
movies. sizzling concerts, hilarious comedy and exclusive
sporting events. Add Cinemax and the best gets even
better. You'll see the most movies in pay TV. plus legendary
musicians and today's hottest comedians. Together, HBO
and Cinemax give you tw1ce the entertainment. With
over 240 outstanding shows each month, there's always
something different to turn to. So call now to get HBO or the
HBO/Cinemax Combo

You get the best deal w~en you add HBO & Cinemax to your SERVICE!
CALL TODAY FOR DETAILS

Bel-Air Center

IT'S TELEVISION WORTH WATCHING

I

-

Monday, Oct. 3 at 7:30p.m.

''Media, Ethics & Politics"
Tuesday, Oct. 4 at 11 a.m.

James M. Wall, editor of
The Christian Century
will speak in the Curris Center
on current media,
political and
ethical issues.

Photo by Berry Johneon

STUDENTS WIU chOOH the 1988 Homecoming QuMn In an election Wedneaday. Candidates
are (top row, from left) Susan Dickinson and Roche• Perry; (bottom row) Kim Koehler, Julie
Turner and Jackie Merkin.

Homecoming court selected
By CATHY DAVENPORT

Campus Life Editor
Homecoming. For today' s
s tude nts, it ' s a t i me to
celebrate. F or yesterday's
students, it's a time to reflect on
past memories.
And, for one young woman,
next weekend's 65th annual
Murray St ate Uni versity
Homecoming will be a time to
shine as she represents the
Uni ver sity a s the 198 8
Homecoming Queen .
Candidates for this year's
queen, who will be chosen by
student election Wednesday.
are Su!!an Dickinson, Kim
Koehler, Jackie Merk in,
Rochea Perry and J ulie Turner.
The court of five candidates was
chosen following interviews
with 41 nominees Monday
night.
"A Homecoming queen is a
girl who has contributed to
Murray State both extr a·
curricularly and scholastical·
ly ," Stephanie Stephens,
Homecoming committee chair·
man, said. "She is a girl who is
visible on campus - one that
students look up to and who
repr esents the University
welL"
Dickinson, 22, of Elkton, is a
senior majoring in marketing.
She is president of Alpha Gam·

ma Delta sorority, captain of
the varsity cheerleading squad,
a member of Outstanding
Young Women of America and
the 1987·88 Pi Kappa Alpha
"Dream Girl." Dickinson was
also a contestant in the 1988
Miss MSU scholarship pageant
and a member of the 1985 and
1987 Homecoming courts.
"I have spent the best five
years of my life at Murray
State," Dickinson said in
regard to her feelings toward
the University. "I have ex·
perienced many wonderful
times and met people who will
be close to me for the rest of my
life."
A member of the women's
volleyball and track teams,
Koehler a lso has fond feelings
about being a Racer.
" I am really proud to be a stu·
dent and athlete at Murray
State,'' Koehler said. "Murray
has great academic and athletic
programs, and I have found a
very comfortable and friendly
atmosphere here.
"I am really excited to have
this opportunity to represent
Murray State as a Homecoming
attendant," Koehler said. ''My
goal is to represent Murray
State well in ret urn for what
MSU is doing for me."
Koehler, 19. is a sophomore
from Marton, Ill. She is major·

Sponsored by the Wesley
Foundation United
Methodist Campus
Ministry, Departments
of Journalism, Political
Science, Philsophy and
Religious Studies and
Humanistic Studies.

Public is invited

ing in housing and interior
design and is a member of the
American Society of Interior
Designers.
Candidate Jackie Merkin, 21,
is a senior from Carterville, lll.
She is majoring in marketing
and said she hopea to attain a
challenging position with a
large company in the conven·
tion sales industry.
"I'm just as enthusiastic today about Murray State
University as I was the day I
walked on campus," Merkin
said. "The warm atmosphere
created by the students and
faculty make this university
special. This (being chosen as
Homecoming attendant) will be
one of the memories I will
cherish when I look back on my
years at MSU."
Merkin is vice president of
Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority,
president of Pi Kappa Alpha lit·
tle sisters, vice president of
Omicron Delta Kappa leadership honor society, a student
ambassador and a member of
the marketing club.
Perry, 22, of Murray, is a
member of Alpha Sigma Alpha
sorority, a Sigma Chi little
sister an d a member of
Dunker 's Darlin's. She is also a

NOW OPEN 24 HOURS!
(Closed from 3 p .m . Sundays to 6 a .m . Mondays)

Breakfast Anytime-Plate Lunches
Sandwich~s, Steaks, Catfish,
Pork Chops, Freshly Cooked
Vegetables and Homemade
Desserts
Hwy. 641 North

Murray

753-6353

See HOMECOMING COURT
Page 19

FEEL LIKE A FAILURE?
MANY PEOPLE DO. MAYBE
YOlfRE A SQUARE PEG IN A
ROUND HOLE. MAYBE YOU
CAN EARN MORE. MAYBE
YOlfVE GOT HIDDEN SKILlS
AND TALENTS.
YOutL BE TESTED FOR 1.0.
AND YOUR BUSINESS
PERSONALITY

FREE
INTRODUCTORY SEMINAR

CAREER TESTING
CENTER OF
KENTUCKY
Call 442·6786 or 442-6988
for seat reservations
CAREER TESTING
CENTERS

DISCOUNT COLLEGE TEXTBOOKS
14 DIXIELAND CENTER
(BEHIND SUBBY'S)

753-8767

·W e would like to thank all of those students who helped to
make our fall book sale a success! We would also like to thank
the faculty for your overwhelming support. To show our
appreciation we will give 20o/o off anything in the store when
presented with this ad!
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Racer band increases membership
through recruitment, director says
I

By MARSHALL SILLS

Staff Wnter
As you watch the 1988 Racer
Band perform. you may notice
that the group is much bigger
than last year.
Having grown by 40
members, the group is now 130
members strong.
The expansion of the band can
be attributed to the active
recruiting of high school
students from Kentucky and
surrounding states, according
to band director Dennis
Johnson.
"We try to get one faculty
member from the wind and the
percussion section out each
week to go around to high

schools and talk about our
band," Johnson said.
In addition to faculty going
out and recruiting, the band
itself travels to area high
schools to perform during
halftime sessions. This also has
proven to be an effective
recruiting tool. he said.
Johnson said the next
scheduled appearance for the
band, outside of its usual
halftime show during Racer
football games, is in Christian
County in October.
The success of this year's
band can be credited to hard
work and a solid core of returning members who have shown

leadership in bringing the
younger members along, he
said.
"We are having a great year
so far," Johnson said. "It's been
a great deal of fun."
The Racer band started its
preparation and practice with
band camp a week before
classes resumed in August. The
camp consisted, Johnson said, of
marching and drilling practices
in morning, afternoon and even·
ing sessions every day. And the
group is working even harder
now that the football season has
started, he said.

Murray

This season, Racer Band is
performing "Waiting for Godo,"
and a drum feature.

State
University
College of

Homecoming court-------------------------------Continued from Page 18
member of Student Law
Association, Student Alumni
\ Association and Amnesty
International.
With a political science major,
Perry said she plans to attend
graduate school and then
review the options she has for a
career.
"Murray State is an ideal
school because of its location
and quality education offered
here," Perry said. "There are so
many quality people that have
enhanced my time here, and I
do not believe that I would have
had the opportunity to utilize
the organizations on campus at
a bigger school.

"l oolieve there is a great deal
of pride associated with Murray
State - from the faculty to the
student body," Perry said.
Turner said the University
means a great deal to her, as
well.
"As a junior and through my
diverse involvement on campus,
I've grown to appreciate Murray State, the faculty, students
and many clubs and organizations here," Turner said. ''This
university has given me rnany
opportunities and experiences
that will be with me for a
lifetime."
A fashion merchandis·
ing/marketing major from New
Johnsonville, Tenn., Turner,
20, said she plans to start her

West Main
Chevron
CMvnan

Ill
Our people ar e here to

career in management and buying with a large company. She
is social chairman for Alpha
Omicron Pi sorority, a Lambda
Chi Alpha little sister, a student government senator,
Fashion Incorporated secretary
,and a member of Alpha Lambda
Delta and Gamma Beta Phi
honor societies. Turner was also
a 1988 Summer Orientation
counselor and a finalist in the
1987 and 1988 Miss MSU
scholarship pageants.

Alumni
Homecoming Breakfast

The Homecoming Queen election will be 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Wednesday on the third floor of
the Curris Center, and the
Queen will be crowned in a pregame ceremony 1:45 p.m. Oct. 1
at Roy Stewart Stadium.

Come eat, visit with old friends and watch the
Homecoming Parade from t he front lawn!

Education

Saturday Morning
Oct. 1, 8 a.m.
MUITay Middle School
Forhdonnati~aaoosCall7~7

Sugar Cube
International
Flavors Week

serve you!
Owner - Calvin K Clark
1417 W. Main St.
753-2593

IT'S GOOD ...
to see you --

Welcome to
Homecoming '88
Alumni and Friends
GOOD LUCK
RACERS!

Bei·Air Shopping
Center
759· 1 3 90

Store hours:
Monday • Friday 7:30 a.m. • 6 p.m.
Saturday 8 am.-5 p.m.
Sunday 1 p.m.· 5 p.m.

In ternational Flavors
Mexico ............. Pina Coloda
U.S ....................Peanut Butter
Switzerland....Old World
Chocolate
France........:..... French Vanilla
Brazil............... Banana
Frogurt "Cube-pons" are
also available

Experience a week of
international flavors of
lowfat Frogurt at the Sugar
Cube Monday, Sept.
26-Saturday, Oct. 1. Proof of
purchase coupons will be
given each day you try a
featured flavor of Frogurt.
After you recieve four
coupons you will be able to
redeem them for a free
serving.
A drawing for Colombo
boxer shorts will also be
held.

2nd Floor Curris Center

Monday - Friday 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m. &: Saturday 11 a.m.- 3 p.m.

n D _________:..._______~S;:ep::'t:e:m~b=er;:-;2:;-;3,~1Qj98;;8
CAT ,ENDnl'.
~

Friday
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Sept. 23

Monday

Alpha Mu Gamma mem bership
deadline. The Foreign Language
Honor Society is looking for interested members. Students must
have had at least two college
language courses with an " A" grade.
For more information contact LeAnn
Hulette at 753-2853.
·

Last Chance. Last day to drop a first
half.semester class with a " WP" or
" WE."
Drop/Add continues. Admissions
and Records office, 1st floor, Sparks
Hall.
Volleyball. At St. Louis Tournament
(St. Louis, Mo.} vs. Wichita State, 5
p.m.
Gol f. At Johnny Bench/Bearcat
Championship, (Cincinnati, Ohio).
Accountine canclidates. Resumes
due for pre-screening by Arthur
Young and Company. Scheduled to
interview on Oct. 4.
Bicycle Rodeo. At Carmen Pavillion
parking lot, 9 a.m.

Saturday

Tuesday

Sept. 27

Place me nt Opportunity. K-Mart
Apparel, Euless, Texas., will be on
campus. Arrange interview with
Placement Services. Phone 762-3735,
ext. 3801.
ProfessionaJ meeting. The Business
Club will meet with "Bair d, Kurtz
and Dobson" at the Bank of Murray
at 7 p.m. Business attire is required.
H oraeman Club meetine. At Expo
Center, 6 p.m. For more information
call 759-9314.

Sept. 24

Football. At Nevada-Reno <Reno,
Nev.) 3- p.m.
Volleyb all. At St. Louis Tournament
(St. Louis Mo.) vs. Marquette, 10 a .m.;
vs. St. Louis, 1 p.m.; vs. Arkansas St,
4:30p.m.
Men's Cross Country. At Kentucky
Invitational, Lexington, Ky.
Women's Cross Country. At Kentucky Invitational, Lexington, Ky.
Golf. At Johnny Bench/B~arcat
Championship, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Rummage Sale. Sigma Delta Honor
Society. 8 a.m.-3 p.m., at 1207
Dogwood Dr., (off Glendale}.

Sunday

AROUND CAMPUS

Sept. 26

Wednesday

Sept. 25

Storytelling Festival. At First
United Methodist Church, Blythe St.,
Paris, Tennessee. 1:30 · 5 p.m.
.
Fellowship Meal. At Murray Chns- .
tian Fellowship; 1508 Chestnut St., 6
p m Free dinner.
H~k Williams Jr. Concert. At the
Show Me Center Arena, Cape
Girardeau, Missouri. 7:30 p.m .
Fun Day horse show. At MSU
Horse Farm Sand Arena on College
Farm Road. The fun starts at 10 a.m.
and the fun classes begin at 1 p.m.
For more information, call 762-4803
or 522-7884.

Sept. 28

Bible Study. At Murray Christian
Fellowship, 1508 Chestnut St., 6:30
p.m.
Career Day. At Show Me Center
Arena in Cape Girardeau, Missouri.
10 a .m.-3 p.m. For more information
call (314) 651·2583.
Campu s Movie. "Dirty Dancing."
Curris Center Theater (third floor of
the Curris Center). Showtimes are at
3:30, 7:00, and 9:30p.m. Admission is
$1 matinee. Evening showings are
$1.50 for students with I.D., $2.25 for
others.
Volle yball. Racers take on Tennessee State University at Racer
Arena, 6 p.m. Free Admission.
Placeme nt Op portunity. " Baird,
Kurtz and Dobson" Bowling Green,
Ky., will be interviewing,
P l ace m e n t Opp o r t unit y.
" lntergraph Corporation," Huntsville, Ala., will be interviewing.
Fello ws hip of Christian Athletes. 9
p.m. in the Tennessee room of the
Curris Center.

Thursday

Sept. 29

Cinema International. "The Retur:n
of Martin Guerre." 7:30 p.m., Curns
Center Theater. Free Admission.

Storytelling Sunday
The Paris-Henry County Arts Council invites fun loving people of all ages
to the f1rst local storytelling festival.
Featured professional story tellers
are Doc McConnell, Martha Hannah,
Ro bert Valen tine, Dr . Walter
Hayden, Mrs. Ruby Krider, and many
others.
Bring your chairs or blankets to the
lawn of the First United Methodist
Church, Blythe St., Paris, Tennessee,
one block off the court square.
Refreshments will be available.
The laughter and fun begins at 1:30
p.m. and lasts till 5 p.m. Admission is
free.

Cinema International
"The Return' of Martin Guerre." In
16th-century France, a peasant
returns to his family after nine years
of war, but...is he the same man? The
trial that took place to determine his
identity is one of the most famous in
French history.
This movie is the winner of three
French Academy Awards.
Showtime is 7:30p.m., Thursday, in
the Curris Center Theater. Everyone
is invited free of charge.

Pre-Inventory Special

Graphic design exhibit by BFA candidate Clay Gilliam in Curris Center
Grab a cheeseburger, french fries, Galery, September 28 through Ocand a large soft drink for $1.55 this tober 9.
Thursday at the T-Room ...all day!
Free admission.

10 Ses9ons b r$25

Murray

State
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News
Every Friday!

762-4478

Call753-8477

too~
matktt, 1J~t.

®tutu

1407 W. Main

Murray

753-4682

Best Meats In Town
Cu stom Barbecuing
Great Take Out Food
(hot or cold)

Call Hot Line At Owen's Deli
753-7811

Placement Opportunity

Student Art Exhibit

Tan 15 consecutive days for $25
Offer expires Sept. 30
Gift Certificates Available

The

Alpha Phi Alpha Fraterni~y is looking for participants for the1r annual
"Gong Show."
The show will be held October l Oth
at 7:30 p.m. in the Curris Center
Theater.
Anyone with singing, dancing or acting talents is encouraged to enter.
Unusual or weird acts are welcomed.
Entry deadline is Thursday, October 6th.
Admittance to the show will be exchanged for one canned good, which
will be donated to the Murray NeedLine.
For more information contact Rufus
Harris, at 762-2520 or any member of
Alpha Phi Alpha.

This Wednesday, Baird, Kurtz and
Dobson, from Bowling ~reen, Ky.,
will be on campus seeking Acc~
ting candidates for entry level pubhc
accounting positions.
If interested, you must arrange an
interview through Placement Services, and yow· credentials must be on
file.
Also on Wednesday, Intergraph
Rummage Sale
Corporation from Huntsville, AL.,
will be on campus looking for Com·
The Sigma Delta Honor Society will puter Science, Computer Eng. Te_ch,
have a rummage sale Saturday from Electrical Eng. Tech and Engineermg
8 a.m.-3 p.m., at 1207 Dogwood Dr. Physics candidates for Software
(off Glendale).
Analyst. (Applications Development),
Items for sale include a bike, Software Analyst (Core Software
camper top, linens, and more.
Development), System Engineer and
Customer Engineer positions. 3.0
GPA required.
For more information on these two
Want a light lunch?
companies and how you can arr~ge
Come to the T-Room this Tuesday an interview, call P lacement Serv1ces
and get a salad bar for only $2.00 at 762-3735, ext. 3801.
from 10:30 a.m.- 2 p.m.

4 Tanning Sessions for $11

Write us
into your
little black
book!

Gong Show participants wanted

NEW FALL
MERCHANDISE
ARRIVING
DAILY
SALE 30%-7 5% off
TUXEDO

f

for sale or rent

New&Used
lift .
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Mayfield Plaza
Mayfield, Ky
247-1500
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Olympic Plaza
Murray
.. 753-1300
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Teamwork will be key to Racer wins
By LAURA DOUGHERTY
Reporter

Despite losing three matches
in a row, the Murray State
volleyball team is still optimistic about. the season.
The Lady Racers lost to the
University of Evansville 13-15,
12-15, 15-7, 15-4 and 15-8. Head
Coach Oscar Segovia said that
the team was playing as individuals instead of working
together as a unit.

VOLlEYBALL
Segovia said Jill McCoy,
sophomore, was 13-for-13 in serving and Kim Koehler,
sophomore, had a season high of
21 digs. Last year Koehler
ranked 12th in the nationals for
individual digging. Match high
in kills was Lea Ann Allen,
sophomore, with 15.
Thursday, the team played
Southeast Missouri State
University.
The Lady Racers traveled to
St. Louis for a tournament today and Saturday. They will
compete against four other
teams.
"This tournament will be a
surprise for us. I have no idea
what each team is about.'' said
Segovia. "We will have to concentrate on 'tournament tough',
which is taking every game one
at a time in getting to the top."

'Over the Top'

'I am predicting we will
be in the top two. '
-Segovia

..

LADY SPIKER$ (ABOVE, from
left) Kim Koehler, Connie
Ballard and Jill McCoy prepare
to return a serve. McCoy went
13·13 In serving and Koehler
had a season high 21 digs
against Evansville Saturday.
(Left, from left) Kim Anslinger
sets up Koehler for a return as
Lee Ann Allen prepares to
aslst. The team will travel to
St. Louis today for a tourna·
ment against Wichita State
Unlveralty, University of St.
Louis, Marquette University
and Arkansas State University.

On Sept. 28, the team will
compete in their first Ohio
Valley Conference match
against Tennessee State
University.
"We're a young team, but
with hard work, we've got what
it takes to make it to the OVC,"
said Segovia.
Morehead State University
will play the Lady Racers Sept.
30 at 7 p.m. in the North Gym.
This is Morehead's first time to
play at Murray.
Homecoming Day, Oct. 1, the
team will face Eastern Ken·
tucky University at 6 p.m. in
the North Gym.
"It's been predicted we will be
fourth in the OVC but I am
predicting we will be in the top
two," said Segovia.

Photos by A. WILSON

Proctor gets career high vs. Salukis
SIU took advantage of the
poor field positions and scored
on its fll'8t three possessions,
Junior quarterback Michael gaining a 21-0 lead over the
Proctor, Sylvester, Ga., passed Racers at the end of the first
for a career high 351 yards in a quarter.
losing effort as the Racers were
defeated by Southern Dlinois
University 28-21 at McAndrew
Stadium Saturday.
Midway through the second
The Racers began the game quarter, Proctor sparked the
with their backs against the Racer offense with a 2l·yard
wall with poor field position pass to junior -receiver Glen
early, inside their own 10-yard Arterburn, Hialeah, Fla., and a
line on their first two 37-ya rd completion to
sophomore receiver James Huff,
possessions.
"I'm disappointed at the way Nashville, Tenn. Sophomore
we started off," Mike Mahoney, running back Kenny Flagg,
bead coach, said.
Tiptonville, Tenn., ran 17 yards

By RICKY THOMPSON
Assistant Sports Editor

FOOl BALL

to set up a first and goal from
the 5-yard line.
Two plays later freshman
fullback Conrad Reynolds,
Basking Ridge, N.J., scored
from four yards out to put the
Racers on the scoreboard.
Sophomore kicker Hayung
Kobler, Hopkinsville, made the
score 21-7 with the extra point
conversion.
Senior defensive end Joe
March, Ridgeway, Tenn.,
recovered a SIU fumble on the
Saluki 17-yard line to set up the
next Racer score. Four plays
later, Proctor hit Huff for a
2-yard touchdown. Kohler's con-

version brought the Racers
within a touchdown of SIU,
21-14.
Senior defensive tackle Jim
Murphy, Peabody, Mass., slowed the SIU offense with a
quarterback sack for an eight
yard loss.
MSU took over on ita own
32-yard line and, with the combination of Proctor's running
and a 15-yard penalty, the
Racers threatened late in the
second quarter. But on fourth
down, freshman running back
Tony Brown, Mayfield, fell a
yard abort of a first down on the

SIU 7-yard line to end the Racer
drive.
The Racers headed into the
locker room down 21-14 at the
half, but with the satisfaction of
knowing they had come back
from a 21-0 deficit.
The Salukis stormed out early
in the third quarter, intercepting a Proctor pass to set up a
scoring drive that was capped
ofT by a 17-yard touchdown run
to go up 28-14.
Junior linebacker Anthony
Brewer, Columbus, Miss.,
See FOOTBALL
Page 28
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CHARLIE'S SRFE-T
PHRRMRCY

!!

MURRAY'S ONLY
NEIGHBORHOOD DRUG STORE
LOW PRICES EVERYDAY

WE CARRY

.

• MIDDLETON DOLLS
• CARLTON CARDS AND GIFT WRAPS
• RALSTON, POLO, CHANEL NO. S,etc.
HOURS
Monday-Friday 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sa1urday 9 a.m.-5:30p.m

1000 Whitnell SL

VISA & Mastercard

753-4175

Photo by LARRY NIX

•

THE PROPOSED SITE for the new clubhouse at Miller Memorial Golf Course Is ln the open area
(above) to the lett of the existing Pro Shop/Club House. l.D. Miller, who donated the land for the
course in 1975, has offered to fund the project If It Is approved by the Board of Regents.

Selection Is Everything ..

Miller donates clubhouse
By MARK YOUNG
Staff Wnter

L.D. Miller, manager of the
Miller Memorial Golf Course
and a 1937 graduate of Murray
State University, wants to
donate a clubhouse to the
university.
The existing cl ubbouse, which
is located on Highway 94 East,
is more of a pro shop where
players register to play and
may store clubs and shoes.
"The new clubhouse would
contain men's and women's
locker rooms, meeting rooms,
club and shoe storage, a recep·
tion area and a large meeting
room with a kitchen," Chuck
Ward, program director of t he
MSU Foundation, said.
T he clubh ouse would be

located next to t he existing
clubhouse and would be a
replica of L.D. Miller's house at
911 Sycamore St. in Murray.
Miller's wife, Frances, died in
December 1974. Early in 1975,
Miller donated 173 acres of land
to the MSU Foundation and
stipulated that Murray State
had 10 years to construct a golf
course at the site or the land
would go to the First Baptist
Church of Murray, where
Miller is a deacon. The course
was opened in May, 1981.
Later in 1981, Miller, an avid
supporter of Murray State
athletics, built a clubhouse with
help from M.C. Garrott and Dr.
Sal Matarazzo, with most of t he
bricks coming from t he old Mur·
ray Ledger and Times building.

"Right now, L.D. Miller and
t he MSU Foundation are
discussing how we are going to
accomplish this," Ward said.
''Before actual const ruction can
begin, the project has to be ap·
pro\'ed hy the MSU Foundation,
the Board of Regents and the
Kentucky Council on Higher
Education. The Council on
Higher Education has to approve the project to make sure
the University has the
resources for the upkeep of the
clubhouse."
If const ru ction of the
clubhouse is approved, the con·
struction would most likely
b egin i mme d iately. T he
clubhouse would belong to t he
.MSU Foundation and would be
av.ailable for use by the public.

Especially with our

New Movie Selection System
CHECK US OUT!

FREE

Membershios

7 Days A Week!
Over 3,500 Movie Rentals

r-------~

Movies
As low

as

~~----~

LARGER

LOOK FOR COUPONS
ON CAMPUS

Selection
of new
arrivals!

49f
Mon. -Thur. 10-9

Fri.-Sat. 10-10
Sun. 1-5

!OUR UNCLE WUTS TO PAY FOR C:OWGE.
BO'r om IF YOU'RE GOOD ENOUGH.
Army ROTC ofters qua1itied students twc>
year and three-year scholarshlps that pay
for tuition aJid requiied educational feee
and provide an allowance for textbooks
aJid Supplies.
You'll also receive up to a $1000 grant
each 8Chool year the scholarship is in effect
So find out today ifyou qualify.

I

AIIMYBOTC
TIE SIIAI'I'IST COLUGI
COUISI YOU Cll TID.

Contact Capt. John Klemencic 762-4123

Cental Center
(Next to Kroger)
753-7670
753-HOME

HOME TV & APPLIANCE

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

..,-

·
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Schedule toughest
in several seasons
F ollowing their greatest
season ever, the Racer basketball team will face one of its
most trying schedules ever in
the 1988-89 season.
Eight of the teams on the new
schedule posted 20-win seasons
in 1988, six of whom advanced
past the first round of postseason tournament action. The
schedule also includes two
December tournaments,
Michael D. Strickland, athletic
director, said.
"There's no question that if
this isn't the most challenging
schedule in our program's
history, then it's in the top
three or four," Steve Newton,
head coach, said. "It will be a
test for our veterans as well as
our newcomers from the very
first tip-off."
Newton was named 1988 Ohio
Valley Conference Coach of t he
Year last season.
The schedule's highlights include NCAA Tournament
qual ifiers University of
Louisville (Dec. 8, away),
Vanderbilt University (Dec. 19,
away) and Memphis State
University <Feb. 8, home) and
NIT participants Louisiana
Tech University (Dec. 16,
away), University of Evansville
(Dec. 31, home) and Middle Ten·
nessee State University (Jan.
30, home, and Feb. 11, away).
The Racers will host an ex-

hibition game against the Fort
Campbell amateur team on
Nov. 19 and open the regular

Nov. 28
Dec. 2
Dec. 3
Dec. 6
Dec. 10
Dec. 16

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.

11
19
21

31
2

Following the bout with Denny Crum's Cardinals, the
Racers will return home to play
Texas Wesleyan College on Dec.
10, then head to Birmingham,
Ala ., for the Alabama Birmingham Claasic.
The game against Vanderbilt
will mark the second time in 13
days that the Racers will face a
1988 NCAA regional qualifier.
The Commodores and Racers
both ended their seasons at t he
hands of eventual national
champion University of Kansas
last year.
See SCHEDULE
Page 28

7:30p.m~

7:30p.m.

7:30p.m.
TBA
TBA

7:05p.m.
7:30p.m.
TBA
TBA
7:30 p.m.

7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30

•ovc

games

All times are Central

MUITay

The Dry League Was Asked.
They Refused!
Sept. 22

o·~i"

•It's interesting that the Dry League was out in force at the
beginning of the semester to infonn you about your "right to
vote".
•But why now has the Dry League refused to participate in an SGA
sponsored forum at MSU?

.

•Do you get the feeling they have something to hide? Or they're
afraid? Or they're playing games with you?

Don't Let Them • You Deserve Better!
Yom· High t

p.m.
p.nt.
p.m.
p.m.

Eastern llllnofs
at Austin Peay•
Jan. 9
Lamar
7;30 p.m.
Jan • .14
at Morehead State•
6:30 p.m.
Jan. . 1.6
6:30 p.m.
at Eastem Kentucky*
Jan. 23
Tennessee Tech*
7:30 p.rn:
Jan. 28
TennesseG State•
7:30 p.m.
Jan. 30
Middle Tennessee•
7:30 p.m.
Feb. 4
Austin Peay•
12:30 p.m
Feb. 8
Memphis State
7:30 p.m.
Feb. 11
7:30 p.m.
at Middle Tennessee•
Feb. 13
at Tennessee State•
7:30 p.m.
Feb. 18
at Tennessee Tech*
7:30 p.m.
Feb. 20 · at Southern Illinois
7:30 p.m.
Feb. 25
Eastem Kentuot<y•
7:30 p.m.
Feb. 27
Morehead State•
7:30 p.m.
Mar. 4
OVC Tournament First Round TBA
Mar. 8
OVC Toumameot Semi~Final · TBA
Mar. 9
OVC Tournament Title Game TBA

Jan. 7

4th & Chestnut

After the opener Murray will
travel to Beaumont, Texas to
face Lamar University on Nov.
28. The Hilltoppers will then
host the Racers in the Western
Kentucky University Tournament on Dec. 2. MSU will open
against University of Tulsa and
advance against Drexel University or WKU.

Fort Campbell ··
Oakland City College '
at Lamar
at WKU Tournament (MSU,
Drexel, Tulsa, WKU)
at WKU Tournament
at Louisville
Texas Wesleyan
at UAB Classic (MSU, UAB,
Florida A&M, Louisiana)
at UAB Classic
at Vanderbilt
Nicholls State

Evansville

Plus self-service
gasoline and every
kind of convenience
item you can think of.

season on Nov. 26 against
Oakland City (Ind.) College in
Racer Arena.

1188 Racer Basketball

Nov:·,:$
Nov. 26

OPEN 24 HOURS

BASKE1BALL

'---VOTE

&

~... To Free Clwict:

I tYES----J

Paid for by Committee for a Progressive Murray

LEISURE
CONNECTION
LOCATION:
HOURS:

CAMPING EQUIPMENT:

ARTS & CRAFTS:

INFORMATION CENTER:

First floor of the Curris Center
M~nday 1:30 p.m .~7 p.m.
Tuesday 1 p.m.-3 p.m.
Wednesday 2 p.m.-5 p.m.
Thursday 2 p.m .~5 p.m.
Friday 2 p.m.-5 p.m.

Recreational equipment is available for
rental on a daily, weekend, weekly basis.
Equipment items include tents, backpacks,
sleeping bags, lanterns, stoves, canoes
and bicycles.
Balloons~ 50¢ • $2

Darkroom- $1 /hour
Buttons~ 50¢ (you make) $1 (we make)
Mat cutter~ 50¢
Copies~ 5¢ each
Resource material such as maps relevant to
state, national and private recreation sites.

F R MORE INF RMATION

-

&

ANNOUNCEMENTS

\

E·LECTIONS:

SEPT. 28, 8a.m.-4p.m.
3rd FLOOR CURRIS CENTER

SGA
SENATOR-AT-LARGE

Sept. 28
Curris Center Theater
UA SUE1EJ. , doncing in tllis Rid
Is as thrilling as ony in 11 decode."
-~-.-

Film Times:
3:30 -:- All seats $1

UOIITY DAIICIIIS tnS 'pltx.

tiS- of, lop,. 'pop-*'

, ,.,._ Rig/11."""

flitlt SAMDAY liGHT~
FLASHDAJKE .IFOOTLIXJSE."

. . .-IIU--

7 p.m. and 9 p.m. - Tickets $1.25 with MSU ID
$2 without MSU I D

Applications are now
available at the SGA
Office and will be due at
the same office at noon
on
Sept. 28
- interviews
will begin that afternoon.

All times subject to change

Funded by SGA

For more information,
call the SGA Office
at 762-6951 .
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Continued from Page 25
Murray ' s pre -Christmas
schedule will end on Dec. 21
when Nicholls State University
enters Racer Arena before the
team takes a 10 day break.
Evansville will bring the
Racers back to Murray on New
Year's Eve and then the new
year gets underway on Jan. 2 at
home against Eastern Illinois

University.
The conference season starts
Jan. 7 in Clarksville, Tenn.,
when the Racers battle the only
OVC opponent to defeat them
last season Austin Peay State
University.
The Racers once again will appear on ESPN in a special "Late
Night with the OVC" package,
which will be announced in
October.

The Murray
Seventh-Day Adventist Church
Welcomes you to all services.
SATURDAY
Song Service 9:15a.m.
Opening Exercise 9:30 a.m.
Lesson Study 10 a.m.
Worship Service 11-Noon

WEDNESDAY
Prayer Meeting 7 p.m.
TilE MURRAY SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST CHURCH
15TH & SYCAMORE

Football·----------Continued from Page 25

Mahoney said that he was
disappointed at the way the
recovered a SIU fumble in the Racers started c.ff early in the
third quarter to set up a Racer game, but be continued to see
scoring opportunity. Proctor led improvement in his team and
MSU down field and on a fourth the young players.
down-and-five situation on the
SJU 34·yard line, Kohler at"We've got to keep playing
tempted a 52-yard field goal. the young kids," he said.
but the kick was wide to the
Mahoney said that the young
left.
players are his team and that
Early in the fourth quarter, he wouldn't trade them for
the Racer defense pressured the anything, but they are going to
SIU quarterback and forced make mistakes.
another fumble recovered by
Proctor led the Racer offense,
March.
passing for 351 yards and two
It wasn't until late in the touchdowns.
game that the Racer comeback
"The kid is a great quartercontinued as Proctor completed
back," Mahoney said. "He will
an 18-yard touchdown pass to
junior receiver Randy Taylor, be playing on Sundays in a couFulton, with less than three ple of years."
Arterburn led the Racers in
minutes remaining. Kohler's
extra point brought MSU to receiving with seven receptions
for 153 yards.
within a touchdown of SIU.
The Racer defense allowed · Freshman linebacker Reggie
SIU only one flTst down on their Kennedy, Hartford, led the
next drive and gave the MSU of- Racer defense with 14 tackles;
sophomore linebacker Danny
fense one last chance to score.
The comeback came up short Amato, Hobken, N.J., had 12
as Proctor's pass toward the end tackles; and sophomore
zone was intercepted with no linebacker Shelton Burruss,
Buffalo, N .Y., and senior defen·
time len. on the clock.
sive tackle Lance Golden, Tin·
"We did a great job at the ton Falls, N.J., each had 11
tackles.
end," Mahoney said.
"I thought if we would have
The 0-3 Racers travel to the
been tied 21-21 at the half, we University of Nevada·Reno
would have won the ball game," Saturday for their first meeting
he said.
with the Wolf Pack.

G£-r'

stto-r.

SENIORS
&

GRAiJUATES
Last chance to have your picture
made for the 1989 Shield
8ept.26-28
3rd floor Curris Center
8:30 a.m.- Noon; 1 p.m.-4:30 p.m.

DOMINO'S

SERVING MURRAY:

PIZZA

DELIVERS®

<&~

FREE~

Fllfo
~~Atp fl.a.
says
"Go for the gold''

Racers

The Double Guarantee
30 mmutes from the lime you order. you wtll

VEGI • 5 ttems for the pnce of 4 Ontons.

Green Peppers , Mushrooms, Green Oltves &
Extra Cheese
EXTRAVAGANZZA'" ·A special blend of 9
Items lor the pnce of 5 . Pepperon•. Ham. Beef
Sausage. Black Ohves, Ontons. Mushrooms.
Extra Cheese

AVAILABLE TOPPINGS:

Pepperoni - Mushrooms - Sausage Onions - Green Peppers - Ham - Ground
Beef - Hot Peppers- Green Olives - Black
Olives - Extra Cheese
Pizzas Include Our

NOW HIRING DRIVERS/

Green Peppers.

receive S3 off
Product - If you are not happy wtth your
order. call the Store Manager for a new ptzza
at no extra charge or recetve a full refund
No Coupon Necessary

All

Our dnYers carry tess than $20 00
LomHed delivery area "1987
Oomtno's Pozza, Inc Our defovery
personnel are not charged lor l;~te
deliveries or returned goods

8

OPEN LATEI

ll

----------------.----------------$5 •95•
Spec1a 1

: $2
: OFF!

. ------------.. ---

Order any large PIZZI

wtth TWO or more

1

Get a 12". one 1oppong
1
ptua for $5 95 ,
,
1 ~
.Addohonal otems are
•
h
s 1 o1
I
eac
1 1
:. •

I r::;-==
.=.'-d,~OIWfofMt l l..!!..__ -

o... • - ""'.,_...

810 Chestnut St

DELUXE - 5 ttems for the price ol 4
Pepperont. Sausage. Mushrooms. Omons &

Service - If your pizza does not arrive withtn

Special Blend of Sauce
and 100% Real Cheese.

753-9844

~'iptng~;~"~t~~e,

pantctpatJng stores
only
~

Not vahd with ·" 'Yother

coupon or offer

~ Off11r good lhru 10.9-88

_ ....

-

HOURS:

Monday • Thursday
4 p.m. -1 am.
Friday and Saturday
11 a.m.- 2 a.m.
Sunday
11 a.m. -1 a.m.
12 oz. cans

50¢ each

..

~------ -~-----. .. t~--------~
..

Homecoming
Specials 20 - 4()0,1,
&p. 29, 30 & Oct 1

Photo by RICKY THOMPSON

7lJ3.1462

RACER QUARTERBACK MICHAEL Proctor(11) runs the option as running back Michael Davis
waits for the pitch during the Racers 28-21 loss to the Saluklaln Carbondale, Ill., last Saturday.
Proctor passed for a career high 351-yards In the loss.

Qepsilott tr:au Qtbapttt
of
~igma Qtbi

Racers to play Wolfpack
per-completion. Sixty-four of
those
completions went to
\ Staff Writer
receiver Tony Logan for 1,099
After three losses to area yards and 12 touchdowns.
universities, the Racers will be
"They run multiple offenses,"
looking for their ftrst win this Mike Mahoney, Racer head
Saturday when they travel to
R~no, Nev., to take on the
University of Nevada-Reno in
the first-ever meeting between coach, said. "They line up m
three or four different sets, and
the two schools.
Nevada-Reno is a member of run the fullback and throw the
the Big Sky Conference, and is ball a lot."
Mahoney does not think that
coming off a 5-6 season. Three of
the
1,600 mile trip will affect
those losses, however, were by a
his
team,
except for maybe the
combined total of 12 points. younger players
who may have
They are coached by Chris Ault
never
flown.
who is in his 13th season and
Another opponent on Saturhas amassed a record of
day
will be Reno's crowd.
101-42-1.
"I've talked to three coaches
The Wolf Pack have two this week who have taken
dangerous offensive threats in teams out there, and they all
running back Charvez Foger, told me that the crowd starts
who rushed for 1,132 yards last booing and taunting even when
season and scored 12 the visiting team comes out for
touchdowns; and quarterback warm-ups," Mahoney said.
J im Zaccheo, who completed "Their stadium seats 16,000 to
153 passes last year for 2,158 18,000 people, and it doesn't
yards, an average of 14.1 yards· have a track around it, so all
By MARK YOUNG

FOOIBALL

---------------------------------·
MONDAY BUFFET

those people are right on top of
you."
In spite of the impending
large crowd and the seasonopening losses, Mahoney said
he thinks that his team will be
ready.
"If it were not for a few
mistakes. we could easily be
3-0," he said. "1 don't think we
will be intimidated at all."
To win the game, Mahoney
said that the Racers will have to
do two things both on offense
and defense.
"On offense, we can't turn the
ball over and we must score a
touchdown instead of a field
goal when we get the ball inside
the 20-yard line," he said. "On
defense, we will have to create
turnovers and eliminate the big
play because Nevada-Reno is a
big play team. If we do these
things, I think we will have a
good chance of winning the
game."
The game will begin at 3:00
p.m. CST.

congratulates its
Fall 1988 Sigma Sigma
Pledge Class of the Sigma
Chi Sigmas
Angie Burmeister
Betsy Diaddigo
Laura Leonard
Alison Lauer
T.J. Matucci
Carol McManamay
Nancy Meyer

Lacretia Neihoff
Kelly O'Hanrahan
Kelly Owen
Denise Pratt
Connie VanBibber
Mia Wesselmann
Laurie Wheeler

Holly Young
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5 p.m. - 8 p.m.
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Darcy's
500 N. 12th St.

753-0900

~
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DeskTop
Publishing

e••
~

~

=
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•What is it?
• Who con It benefit?
• Con it really save money?
• How do you use It?
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ATTENTION BSN
CLASS OF 1988.
The Air Force has a special program for 1988 BSNs. If selected,
~u con enter active duty soon
after graduation-without waiting
for the results d ~ur State Boarcfs.
To qualif't ~u must have an owroll
2. 75 GPA. After commissioning,
~u'll attend a five-month Internship at a major Air Force medical
facilitY It's an excellent way to prepare fOr the wide range d experiences ~u·n have serving your
country as an Air Force nurse dflcec For more information, call

Capt. Privett
501-985-2225 Collect

~==:=;6> Z>

-

Now
W

IS )out chance to lind out. through
demomttauon and hand$-on c~pc:nen'<'·

When? Thur'>day. Oct~ 6. I \ISS ,.e "''"

yo~

arc holding a free liCflunar to inform
revoiUiron rn ;he pnmmg
llld pubh$hma industry. Anyone w!lo orders
typesetuna or pnming ,.,ill be mvolved in lite
aboutlh~ mcrccllble

changes taking place now. Learn how you C4l\
bcnefu from l.his new teehnolo&>. Fr001 ~man
bandouu and Oyen to 110\"CI~ and corporate
II1I'IIW rtpOnS. the revoluuon ha.. hulht
pubhshin& world and is taking u by storm.

hald OOI} me ~tons. One at I :00 pm, on.: 11
J:()O pm and one a1 6:30 pm.
Where? At Munay State llmvcrsuy. Cuni'
M•J>Si<llppl Room.
Ccnttt
Who can att.nd? Anyone ,.ho >end1 m
lhc aua~hed request. However. the •pace lS
limued and reservuuons are on J !ir>t-<:ome first·
~M: bMis. •o bt wrc to send tn y011t r~ation
Wly.

'"lilt

rva!;~;~;;;~~~-~u;;
Pubh!Jung revoluuon.

primed pi=s while holdm& down co~11

=

s end your

below:
_ 1:00 pm

F rnd out nm·hand how you can improve: )"Our

n:~a11on before October I to:

l:amtuTER Sum
516 MOin Stree1
tv\Jrroy, KV 42071

O r to register by phone call 759.4()01
Monday through Friday 9 am to S pm. 11
con!irmilion will be sem to all n:g:istnlntA prior
to the sarunar vcrifyina choke of 5eosion.

1

Plea;e re.erve_ spacer..uldudmggue.st•. I
1/we will attend tbe " " session marir:ed
:

_ 3:00pm

~

6:30pm

1
1
I

N~e--------------------------------1

I

llddrm

I

I

City. State Zrp

I

~~

I

L----------------~

ComPUTER SIUIJ.GI

lluJJtomtd dto/ufor /ipple PtrsoNJI
CDI'If'Uitrs llltd aNJJt DtUa Syr~r
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Playoffs start in October
"There is a big increase in in·
dependent teams," Griffin said.
"Anyone can play. All sports
are open to any student or
spouse of a student."

By RHONNDA KERR
Reporter

Ruthie·s

An average of 10 or 12 girls
play in each ADPi softball
game, Herron said. Most of the
gir ls are supportive and active
in the softball league, according
to Herron.

Forty-three intramural soft.
ball teams are competing for a
place in the playoffs, which
start the first week of October.
"We have also been helped
The softball league, which
out
a lot by some of our new
began Sept. 8, consists of sororiJina Combs, a member of
ty teams, one team from each Alpha Delta Pi from Dyersburg, pledges," she said.
Heather Fannin, an ADPi
fraternity, 20 independent Tenn . , recommen d s in·
from Frankfort, Ky., said that
men's teams and five indepen· tramurals to everyone.
dent women's teams, Dawn
"I would advise everyone to when she transferred to Murray
Griffin, Intramural Coor- get involved whether they can State from another university,
dinator, said.
play well or not," Combs said. she was surprised by the large
number of students who parEach team must win half of "It is a really good way to meet ticipate in intramurals.
its games or more by the end of people and keep active."
"Sororities there hardly ever
the league, Sept. 29, to go to the
Combs, an active participant entered teams in the in·
playoffs, Griffin said.
in Murray State's intramural& tramurals," Fannin said.
The games take place in the for four years, said that it does
new city park Monday through not interfere with her studies.
The ADPi softball coach, Billy
"Most people take at least an
Thursday. Each team has a
Dunn, a senior from Ft. Me·
minimum of two games a week. hour out of t heir studies every Clellan, Ala., said that most
By playing in the in· nighttowatchtelevisionortalk
people who participate in intramUrals, the fraternities earn on the phone. We take an hour tramural&played sports in high
points toward winning the All out to play in the intramural&," school and want to stay active.
Sports Trophy at the end of the Combs said.
The ADPi's have two pracyear. A point system for
Michele Herron, a junior from tices and two games each week,
sororities is being developed · Marion, Ky., said that she par· Dunn said.
this year, Griffin said.
ticipates in the intramurals to
"They are doing pretty good,"
Interest in the University in· keep active and to support her
he said, "and having a lot of
tramurals is growing.
sorority, ADPi.
fun."

INIBAMUML$

Univ~rsity

Welcome Students!
Hours: 6 a.m. -8 p.m. Monday- Friday
6 a .m. - 6 p.m. Saturday
Closed Sunday
Ruthie Butterworth, Owner
Five Points
753-5782

Murray produces Olympians
By JESSE JACKSON
Reporter

Murray State may soon
become an Olympic breeding
ground of sort. While we are
proud of Deena Wigger
representing the United States
in air·rifle competition, we
should not forget former student, Patterson Johnson.
Johnson, a native of Nassau,
Bahamas, is his country's national champion in the triple
jump.
While some call Johnson's
win an upset, Stan Narewski,

Murray State men's track
coach, said it was "a good
jump."
"When you reach that level in
track and field, it's just a mat·
ter of who's on that day,"
Narewski said. He recal1ed the
1968 Olympic Games in Mexico
City, when then unknown Bob
Beaman shocked the world with
his record setting long jump of
29-feet, 2 112-'inches that stands
today as the greatest jump in
history.
Although 1984 gold medalist
Willie Banks of the United
States is again favored to win,

"Now More Than Everr'

WKMS 91.3 FM
NEEDS

Narewski said, "Patterson has
just as good a shot as anybody
in reaching the medal round
and possibly winning a medal."
Patterson holds both the indoor and outdoor triple jump
records at Murray State. He set
the outdoor record in 1987 with
a jump of 54 8/10 feet, while the
indoor record was set in 1985
with a jump of 52 1/4 feet.
"Although Patterson is now a
student at Arkansas State
University, all the guys on the
team are pulling for him,"
Narewski said.

-........~Treat

your date to
a Homecoming
Mum designed to
your specifications.

Ask about our
Student Discount
609 1/2 S. 4th St.

753-9514

FREE GAME·S

YOU~
Lightning damage to the station transmitter last
month is still causing problems with our signal
continuity. We appreciate your patience

YOUR SUPPORT IS CRITICAU

TUESDAY
SEPT. 27

7 p.m.- 9 p.m.

Be a FRIEND of Your public
radio station --Send Your tax-deductible
contribution to=
WKMS-FM
BOX 2018 University Station
Murray, KY42071
Make checks payable to: MSU Foundation/WKMS

- ·-

SPONSORED BY NEW DIRECTIONS IN CAMPUS MINISTRY
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''1 need an adjectiYe
loT Italiari VUlage Pizza"

EXTRA

CHEESEY

Italian
Village••••
••. the only REAL
Italian Pizza

3 Great Locations
Central

Shopping

Center .••••...759-9600
753·9600
125 S. 3rd Street....................442· 9500
Murray (Across from MSU Stadium)

Pad.Jcah

Kentucky Oaks Mall. ..........:....442·1212
Pad.Jcah

16" Pizza

'2LARGE
16" PIZZAS

Extra Cheese
plus

Lasagna

2 toppings of your
choice

Extra Cheese

FREE DRINK
lvJ AnJ S.dwldl Sull Allll Get
Your c.ltoke Of S.ft DriM • !!!!
(lncluclint iced teo l coffee)
Dine i n or take out

Expires

.

10· 16·88

J
PLEASE PRESENT COUPONS WHEN ORDERING

-.1-{omecoming '88

at MSru

··"'·
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'Wild Hoss' Mains named
1988 MSU grand marshal

By ANGIE WATSON
Staff Writer
1954 was a golden year for
Murray State alumnus Gil
Mains.
As a member of the 1953
world champion Detroit Lions,
he met Hollywood starlets, such
as Marilyn Monroe and Zsa Zsa
Gabor, and basked in the
afterglow of athletic fame.
Only six years earlier, Mains
had been a 195-pound freshman
playing for Murray State.
The Mt. Carmel, 111., native
will return to Murray to serve
as grand marshal of the
Homecoming parade, Oct. 1,
and to help celebrate the 40th
anniversary of the 1948 football
team.
Mains began playing footba ll
for Murray State in 1948, the
year the team went to Orlando,
Fla., to vie against Sul Russ
State University for the
Tangerine Bowl title. The 1948
football team was the only Murray State team to play in a major bowl game.
One noteable opponent in the
game was No. 77, Dan Blocker,
who later played the role of
"Hoss" on "Bonanza."
"He (Blocker) was a good
player," Mains said. "He wasn't
that fast."
Although he was not a part of
the starting lineup that year,
Mains' peers recognized his
potential as a football player.
"Like many freshmen, he bad
a number of things he had to
learn," former teammate R. T.
"Buddy" Hewitt said. "His
talent was very outstanding,
even as a freshman. People
knew that by the time he was in
his sophomore year, he had the
potential to be a professional
football player."

played on Murray State's first
three OVC championsh ip
teams.
Mains' National Guard unit
was activated in 1951 during
the Korean confli'ct.
"I made up my mind that I
was gonna be there and enjoy
it," Mains said of his two year
stint. "I didn't resent it. I made
the best of what I had to do."
While stationed in an Army
base near Hollywood in 1953,
Mains was offered the chance to
make movies, he said. He turned down the offer of a movie producer, who had met him and
bad expressed an interest in
him, because he did not think
the sa lary of an actor was high
Gil Malna
enough. '1 didn't think that
ponents and teammates had ($250) was enough money," he
served in combat in World War said.
II.
Mains bad an even better of"They were grown men, and fer waiting in the sidelines. In
they were tough,'' he said. "It 1951, two years earlier, be had
was quite a challenge. All these been selected as the 20th draft
fellows wanted to win. They choice for the Detroit Lions. He
played as a unit. They (Murray was one of the three rookies
State) had a great team."
chosen from a pool of an
Mains came back his estimated 30, be said.
"I was fortunate to be one of
sophomore year near ly 50
pounds heavier and physically those three," Mains said. "One
primed for the upcoming foot- of the main things that helped
ball season. His summer job as me was my speed.
"When I got drafted by the
a carpenter and daily workouts
in the evening had prepped him Lions, I didn't think I could
for his promotion to flTSt string make the team. I never thought
about pro ball. All through coldefensive tackle.
lege, I didn't care if I was pracMains' considerable size and ticing or playing. I just liked
speed built his reputation as a getting out there. I just knew I
formidable opponent.
wanted to play football."
"He just took over his position
He signed a contract with the
and dominated a lot of the play Lions in 1953 for $5,000, he
on his side of the line," Hewitt said.
said. "Some of the opponents
During his first year with the
were intimidated by his size Lions, Mains was dubbed "Wild
and speed. People didn't realize Hoss" by his teammates. They
he could move as quickly as he decided the former Murray
could in the open field and the State Thoroughbred had the inline of scrimmage."
stincts of a wild horse, afl.er
"He was probably the fastest watching him jump feet f1rst into four tackles, be said.
The 58-year-old said his in- lineman that we'd encountered
The Lions won the world
many years,'' former teamin
itiation into college football was
championship against the
mate
Bailey
Gore
said.
''He
was
a le~;son of hard knocks. Mains
Cleveland Browns during
wru; playing against men who an outstanding ball player."
See MAINS
had seen more than just scuffies
Mains was named an All-OVC
Page 108
on the gridiron . Many of his op· tackle in 1950 and 1951. He

Fectturlng:

Euro-Tan System

•A larger surface bed
•Built-in air circulation
• 160 Watt bulbs
•Less than 1/3 of 1% lNB rays
•450 Watt faCial bulbs (tan... don't burn)

1 Sesslon $2.95
5Sessicms- $12.95
10 Sessions- $25

Classic Tanning Salon
1035. 3rd

Downtown Murray

( Inside Crass Furniture )

p-~~
FLOWERS

your Homecoming
Mums today!

JC Penney's
Homecorrii Sale
Choose, for
that special
date, a jewel
neck blouse
Of 100°/o
polyester or
a challis
pleated skirt
of printed
rayon.
Reg. $28

Leather handbags

Sheer Toes

Selected styles $22 and up.
Including Cabin Creek
shoulder bags and

Many styles and colors to
choose from. Of Flexxtra nylon
in regular, queen sizes.

Worthington robos.

:·

I

I

EXPIRES
1o-a1-88

753-3621 1.___________J

Cultured and freshwater
pearl jewelry
There's no time like now to save
on pearl earnr19s. strands and
pendants. You re sure to find your
favorites in this beautiful
selection.

JCPenney

i~

OFFA 10
t SESSION
I PACKAGE

SALE $17.99

25o/o off

f
..----------..

I

753-4320

705 S. 4th St.

Chestnut Hills Shopping

Center
Office Phone 759-1400
Catalog Phone
1-800-222-6161
Styling Salon 759-9811

l~1

ffil

mt

StortHoln:
Mon.. SaL 9am.-9 p.m.
Sun. 12;30 p.m.. 5:30p.m.

Salon Houri:
Mon. • Fri. 9 am.. 8 p.m.
Sat 9 am.. 6 p.m.
sun. 1 p.m.. sp.m.

We want to hear
from you!

1r

List your groups
activity or event
on our weekly
calander--FREE !
For details can 762-4478

SUPERAMERICA®
DIVISION OF ASHLAND OIL. itjC

oz. 12 pack cans
SPECIALS
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'68 alumni remember Sparks
National and international
events often overshadowed cam·
pus events for the Class of 1968,
and those alumni who return
for their 20th reunion may take
time to remember some of the
major news events and people of
1968.
• Both Springer Hall and
White Ha1J were men's
dormitories.
• Dr. Harry M. Sparks was officially inaugurated as Murray
State University's fifth
president.
• Sally Threlkeld was Shield
queen, Kay Minor was Miss
Murray State, Kay Pinkley was
Homecoming queen, Kathy Orr
was Mrs. Murray State and
Debbie Dibble was Miss
Kentucky.

• one of the largest events on
the MSU social calendar was
the ROTC Military Ball.
• The rifle team posted a vic·
tory over the U.S. Mjlitary
Academy at West Point by fir·
ing a record 1,410 points to set a
new West Point range mark.
• 1968 was the fll'st year for a
soccer team which ended ita
season 5·2-1.
• Gerald Lush was editor of
The Murray State News, and
Floyd W. Carpenter was editor
of the Shield.
• The baseball team won the
western division championship
for the sixth year in the seven·
year history of league playoffs.
• Three Greek organizations
were founded on campus during
the 1967-68 academic year:

Good Luck
Racers

Kappa Delta, Nov. 18, 1967;
Alpha Delta Pi, Feb. 10. 1968;
and Lambda Chi Alpha, May
18, 1868.

from
''Your Full Service
Tire Dealer'

• President Lyndon Johnson
announced in March that he
would not run for a second term.
After a riotous Democratic convention, Hubert Humphrey
emerged as the Democratic
nominee to face Republican
Richard M. Nixon.

FREE Computerized Balancing when you buy
your tires from us!

--Large Selection ofNew & Used Tires--

HOLLAND
Tire Company

• Martin Luther King Jr. was
assassinated in April, and
Robert F. Kennedy was
assassinated in June.

East Main & Industrial Road
753-5606
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m.; Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

• Demonstrations against
U.S. intervention in Vietnam
occurred on many college
campuses.

U.S. welcomes Alaska as 49th state,
Woods named MSU president in '58
Members of the Class of 1958
will observe their 30th reunion
during the 1988 Homecoming
weekend, and those alumni who
gather may remember some of
the events and people who made
news the Y.ear they graduated.
• Leslie Hulmes Ellis Jr.,
Harriett Anne Smith, Charles
Bailey Hendricks and Marilyn
Mallory Mahan were senior
class officers, and fl.W. Ford,
Don Sparks, Mary Nell McCain
and Paul Turner were Student
Council officers.
• A.B. "Happy" Chandler
served as governor of Kentucky,
and Dr. Ralph Woods was presi-

dent of Murray State Universi·
ty. The MSU deans were
William G. Nash, J . Matt
Sparkman and Lillian Tate.
fiOTC was called Scabbard
and Blade.
• Male varsity athletes who
had lettered in their sports
could be members of the "M"
Club.
• In March 1958 Cal Luther
was named basketball coach.
•In May 1958 Tau Sigma Tau
local fraternity became Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity, and Gov.
Chandler was present when the
Pikes received their charter.

.
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Student Discount

304 E. Main St. Murray

759-4073

Personal Service,
Exceptional Styles.
If you are tired of big stores
with little service, come to
Mademoiselle Shop I In
our Quaint Shoppe you can
depend on the Hometown
Girls to provide you with
the Kind of Service you will
come to know & trust.

These are some of our fine
fashions:
Lilli Ann--Catalina
Marisa Christina--Olga
Odette Barsa--Dalton
Cottage Tailor
James Kenrob

*Persona{izea Service Is Our Specia{ty'

Mademoiselle Shop
111 S. 4th St.

753-3882

• Shannon Beasley, a junior,
represented Kentucky in the
Miss Universe pageant.
• The tennis team won the
class A single title, and team
captain John Powless won the
OVC. Roy Stewart was the
athletic director.
• President Dwight D.
Eisenhower sent the Marines
into Lebanon,
IWI'he NautilU8 sailed under
t he North Pole and the Artie
icecap.
• Alaska joined the Union as
the 49th state.
• In the World Series, the
New York Yankess slipped by
the Milwaukee Braves 4-3.

i.,n warm- u.ps, shirts,
accessories
&

for the l:atest tn
ha.tr & &eau.ty.

~1600 :Doclson Ave.

753- 8282

BOLD
LIQUIDATOR
:Fasliion Jewe[ry
ani
.9Lccessories
at afforiab[e prices
Perfect for Jiomecoming!

.. ,
308 Main St .
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Warmer fall calls
for cooler dress

Men dress high-fashion
for classy Homecoming
By PATTI BEYERLE
Staff Writer

With Fall just around the corner and Homecoming only a
week away, most males at Murray State are just as concerned
with their wardrobes as those
members of the opposite sex.
"There's more fashion in
men's clothings t han ever
before," said Joyce Key, owner
of Mr. J 's and Lady J's clothing
store.
Guys want some classy
clothes, she said. "They want to
s ay , ' I ' m dressing high
fashion."'
Among these "classy" clothes,
are the double-breasted sports
jackets in tweeds and multicolors, Key said.
Tweeds are also big in pants,
said Brooke Barker, sales
associate at Corn Austin Co.
Pleated pants and black and
white checkered pants are
popular and look good with a
tailored shirt buttoned up to the
neck, she said.
Bqgle Boy pants that are
pleated and have an underfacing with a design that can be
turned up are also a big seller,
said Key.

Both Outland and Barker said
that the popular ties this season
are those with eye catching
designs. Ties with strong coloration with peaches and teals are
popular, said Buckingham.

Although it's not sweater
weather yet, Buckingham said
that cotton sweaters will be big
this year with crew necks, black
backgrounds and marble tones.

"The more unusual, the better," said Key. Ties made out of
lame thread are especially in
vogue, she said.

Cardigans and modified
baggy sweaters will also be in
vogue, said Key. Barker noted
that tan and black were big colors in sweaters t his Fall.
Turtlenecks will be back
again this year, said Barker,
"College kids go after the preppy look." Key said that
turtlenecks will also be worn
under shirts.
One popular look for guys this
year is the "American Hero"
look, said Outland, who has
been selling bomber jackets,
bugle boy pants and shi.rt.a with
pilot patches on them. Key said
that she also thinks bomber
jackets will be big this year.

Shirts in lighter colors seem
to be the consensus among
men's clothing sellen. While
Key said that mauve and pink
shirts were "in," Buckingham
added that peach was a1ao a big
color for shirts.

OnethingallthestoNownen
and sales associates agreed on
is that guys are definitely more
concerned about being in vogue
this year.

Buddy Buckingham, owner of
Buckingham Ray Ltd, also
agreed that pleated pants were
definitely "in" this season.
"Pants made of brushed cotton The traditional white shirt as
and twills in hunter green, olive
well as the navy blazer will
and tobacco are big," he said.
always be popular, Buck"Alot of guys will pair the cot- ingham said. "Guys can always
ton twill pleated pants with wear these and keep them," he
shirts and a tie for Homecom- said.

J.:ft.
The Tennessean:

Brooke Barker, salesperson
at
Corn Austin in Murray
Staff Writer
said that the oversized look is
It's Homecoming time not as popular this year.
again and to women at Mlir- Barker said that customers
ray State that means more seem to be buying more fitted
than football - it means choos- dresses and jackets.
ing that special outfit for the
"Everyone wants to look
big game.
good and show off their
Area merchants say that figures," Barker said.
because Homecoming is early
Cunningham , at the
this year, and because the Cherry Branch, and Tamara
weather is warmer, light Outland , manager of
materials like cotton, rayon Maurices, agreed that hunter
and cool knits will be the top green was selling well this
choice for the game.
fall. "Black and red will
always be popular choices
too," Outland said.
Basic black is being worn
with hot pink or royal blue
scarves, shirts or accessories
to give it new life this fall
Barker said.
Prints and plaids are also a
good look for Homecoming.
Barker said that black and
white checks and plaids are
selling well. Mary Thurman,
salesperson for Suzie-Q said
that green and navy plaids in
skirts and jackets are also top
sellers.
Betty Buckingham, owner
of Buckingham Ray, said
that sweaters and skirts are
Carolyn Cunn ingham , good choices, but pants are
store manager at the Cherry not selling that well for
Branch said that people Homecoming this year. Buck·
aren't buying as much wool ingh am said that many
as they have in past years, women are opting for dre88e8
mainly because of the warm that can be worn at the game
weather. "People here don' t a nd t h en to parties
feel they get t heir moneys afterward.
worth when they buy wool
AB in past years, skirt
because of the short cold length is once again a big
season we have," CunnSee FASHIONS
ingham said.
Page 118
By JENNA NEWTON

Suits in greys and blacks are
also traditional and pract\cal,
said Barker. Key said that
many guys were also considering tuxedos for holiday time.

ing," said Tamara Outland,
manager of Maurice's.

It is obvious as t he air starts
to cool and the football aeason
gets under way that few guys
want to be caught in the 1987
"Miami Vice" styles, when they
can lead off the Fall fashions of
1988.

ENGLISH SOLE

G.Ln«jl:es

Nashvi ll e, T e nn.

"Prestidigitator

Extraordinar"

The Entertainer: New York, NY

*

*

"Magic ian/Artist"

Available for
• SPECIAL EVENTS
• PRIVATE PARTIES
• BANQUETS
Info: 759-1901
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SADDLE River Handbags

$36.50
*Less 15°/o Co-ed discount*
VISA-M/C On the Square Murray
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t£ar{y !J{omecoming ~£vents
Thursday, Sept. 29
5:30p.m.
8p.m.

Hall of Fame Banquet. Curris Center.
Alpha Tau Omega Early Bird Party for Alumni.
ATO House, 101 Nonh 16th Street.

Friday, Sept. 30
8 a.m. &
1 p.m.
9 a.m.
!2:30p.m.
1 p.m.

1:30-6 p.m.
2:305:30p.m.
4:30 p.m.
4:30p.m.
5:30 p.m.
6p.m.

6-8 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
6:30p.m.
6:309:30p.m.

Homecoming Golf Tournament. Miller Memorial
Golf Course.
Homecoming Tennis Tournament. University
Tennis Courts.
Alpha Tau Omega Alumni Golf Outing. Meet at
ATO house, 101 North 16th Street.
Founders Day Ceremony in Tribute to Harry Lee
Waterfield. Wrather Museum Auditorium. Public
invited.
Lambda Chi Alpha Golf Scramble, Murray
Country Club.
Biology Alumni Get-together. Hancock Biological
Station.
Tau Kappa Epsilon Alumni Walking Tour of
Campus. Meet in Art Gallery Lounge, first
floor, Curris Center.
Dedication of Mason Hall Auditorium to Dr. Ruth
E. Cole, first Nursing Chair.
6th Annual "Run for the Racers." 5-mile course to
begin at Carr Health Building.
Nursing Alumni Banquet. Ohio Room, Curris
Center.
Alpha Omicron Pi Open House I Alumni
Reception. AOPi House, 603 North 16th.
'48 Football Team Reunion. Private dining room,
Holiday Inn, Boston Tea Party restaurant.
College of Business & Public Affairs Homecoming
Banquet. Curris Center Ballroom.
Home Economics Alumni Banquet. Mississippi
Room, Currls Center.

6:30p.m.

Agriculture Alumni Banquet. Curris Center Small
Ballroom.
7p.m.
Tau Kappa Epsilon Banquet. Murray Holiday Inn,
641 South.
7p.m.
Delta Sigma Phi Alumni Reception. Delta Sig
house, 1315 Main Street. By invitation only.
7 p.m.
Lady Racer Volleyball Game. MSU vs. Morehead
State, North Gym Carr Health Building. ·
Pi Kappa Alpha Alumni Reception. Lodge.
7:30p.m.
8 p.m.-Mid- Lambda Chi Alpha 2nd Annual Alumni Annex
Reception.
night
Alpha Tau Omega Alumni Reception. ATO house.
8 p.m.
9p.m.
Pi Kappa Alpha Alumni Meeting. Lodge.
9 p.m.
Alpha Tau Omega Alumni Homecoming Dance.
ATO house.

Teacher's College no more;
1948 sees first MSU alumni
The Class of 1948 was the
first class to graduate from
Murray State College since the
name of the school was changed
officially that year from Murray
State Teachers College.
As the Class of 1948 gathers
for its 40th reunion, its
members will find many
changes on campus, but they
may take time to reflect upon
the campus, national and inter·
national events of 1948.
8 President Ralph Woods
went to Greece on March 29,

1948, for a three.month stay to
work on a state department
mission for the European
Recovery Plan.
8 The Baptist Student Union
building was dedicated on May
2. 1948.
8 0uida Lester was crowned
football queen, and the
Homecoming parade contained
bands, majorettes, horses and
floats.
8 Alpha Sigma Alpha and
Sigma Sigma Sigma were the
only sororities on campus.

8 Thomas E. Dewey accepted
the Republican nomination for
president. Harry S Truman and
Alben W. Barkley headed the
Democratic ticket which waS
victorious in November.
8 An airliner crashed in
Chicago, killing 12 of the 13
passengers aboard.
8 Mahandas Gandhi was kill·
ed by an assassin's bullet in
New Delhi, India.

Shirley Florist and
Garden Center
QUANITY DISCOUNTS!
·Gifts and Flowers That Show
You Care·

We have home grown mums for
your Homecoming needs/
500 N. 4th St.

753-3251
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Come & see how we have grown
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New dining room

• C<>nvenknt drive-thru
• Always wukly special

T.J.'s Bar-B-Q
Monday- Saturday 10 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Sunday CLOSED

Chesnut Street ·

"153-00i5

Schooling Show
Sunday
Sept. 25

&
Fun Day

Rain or
Shine

MSU Horse Farm Sand Arena
College Farm Road
762-4803 or 522-7884
Entry Fees: Classes 1- 10$2 each
Fun CJacRs $1 each
Schooling 9 a .m.- 10 a.m. Fun Classes 1 p .m .
1. Cross Rail Hunter
1. Bareback Equitation
2. Beginner Hunter
2. Ride-A-Back
over Fences
3. Catalogue Race
3. Lower Hunter over
Ferus

•And Much More•

<f'psilott ttau

~bapttt

of

~igma ~bi

congratulates its
Fall 1988 Sigma Chi Beta
Lambda Pledge Class
Trey Anderson
Jim Baker
Deron Conaway
Tom Dlugos
Nick Galloway
John Je rrels
Tobs

Kevin Moore
Tony Russell
Jay Simmons
Dol}g Sipple
Rodney Sparks
Chris Voda
Brad Wyatt
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!/{omecon
Ca{endar

Saturday, Oct. 1

11 a.m .12:30p.m.
11 a.m.!2:30p.m.
11 a.m.
Noon
Noon

Pi Kappa Alpha Alumni Continental Br~fast.
Lodge.
8-9:30 a.m. 'College of Education Breakfast. Murray
Middle School.
Tau Kappa Epsilon Alumni meet for parade.
8:30a.m.
Ordway Hall
Sigma Pi Alumni meet at house, 1614 West
9a.m.
Olive.
Pi Kappa Alpha Alumni meet. Murray Middle
9a.m.
School.
HOMECOMING PARADE.
9:30a.m.
Alpha Tau Omega Alumni Brunch I Meeting.
10a.m.
Commonwealth Roo~ Curris Center.
Baseball Old Timer's Game. New Reagan Field.
10:15 a.m.
Alpha Sigma Alpha Alumni Brunch. Alpha Sig
10:30 a.m.
house, 203 North 16th Street.
Lambda
Chi Alpha alumni and Board of
11 a.m.
Trustees meeting. Lambda Chi house.
11 a.m.-1 p.m. Alpha Delta Pi Open House. ADPI house, 1313
Main Street.
11 a.m.-1 p.m. Sigma Sigma Sigma Brunch. Sigma house, 1605
Miller Street.
Minority
Alumni Reception. Ordway Hall
11 a.m.
tobby.
Sigma Pi Alumni Homecoming Brunch. Sigma
11 a.m.
Pi House, 1614 West Olive.

7:45a.m.

\

Noon
12:30p.m.

Homecomi
Cent
Hotdogged
Th~

Pre-tuneri
Sigma Pi A
Kappa Alp
Ncm
Kappa Alp!
505
Pi Kappa A
com

1 p.m.
1:45 p.m.
2p.m.
Postgame
Postgame
Postgame
6p.m.
6p.m.

the

Tau Kappa
Ord,
Crowningc
Stad

MSUvs. Te
Oakhurst I
Physics Alii
Ked
Journalism
MUii
Women's\i
Unh
Alpha Gan
AGF

;..\w,,~

Jtmit;(iu

SfttfionU d.

Join Us at the Tailg;ate Pany Before the Game!
*Airline, Amtr~ Cruise, Car rentals and
Hotel Accomodations
*Customized Group Travel Department for
Student and Faculty
*Student discount rates whenever applicable
*Concert tickets for Starwood Amphitheater
and weekend accomodati.ons in Nashville
*Great Spring Break trips for all budgets
*Booking for hotel meetings and party rooms.

7-'!Jt]:/E S'Elltrc!ICES
Hours: 8:30 a.m. to 5:30p.m. Monday-Saturday
Also, we are happy to meet with you on evenings and
Sundays by appointment
Hwy. 121 N. Bypass in the log cabin on Northeast comer of MSU campus.

753-8747 or 753-8746

Don't forget Homecoming 1989, Oct. 7-

l
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. ~ing_ 1988
of 'Events
ng Soup & Sandwich Buffet. Curris
ter Ballroom.
'Cartoon Fest for kids. Curris Center

6:30p.m.
7-9 p.m.

ltte.

8p.m.
8p.m.

&
t Pi Kappa Alpha Lodge.
lumni Meeting. Sigma Pi house.
ba Alumni Reception. KA house, 505
h 16th Street.
ba Alumni Reception. KA house,
North 16th Stteet.
Llpha. Dedication of Oak Tree
memorating 30th anniversary. Lodge.
Epsilon Alumni Meet for Game.
way Hall.
~~the Homecoming Queen. Stewart
ium.
:nnessee Tech. Stewart Stadium.
teception. 1510 West Main.
· tmni Homecoming Reception.
.ucky National Guard Armory.
/Radio-TV Alumni Reception. The
ray State News, 1st floor, Wilson Hall.
'olleybaU. MSU vs. Eastern Kentucky
t., North Gym Carr Health Building.
lma Rho Dedication of new room.
l house, Coldwater Road.

8p.m.

8p.m.
8p.m.

9p.m.
9 p.m. .
9:30p.m.
10:30p.m.2:30a.m.

Sunday, Oct. 2
lOa.m.
2p.m..

For all of your
Homecoming AppareL.•

Meal for AGR Alumni. AOR house.
Lambda Chi Alpha lOth Anniversary
Celebration Banquet. Kenlake Hotel.
AGR Alumni Dance. AGR house
Playhouse in the Park • production of "Our
Town."
Delta Sigma Phi Charter Anniversary Dinner &
Dance - "15 Years at Murray State."
Union Hall, Mayfield.
Sigma Pi formal Homecoming Dance. Sigma Pi
house, 1614 West Olive.
Kappa Alpha Alumni Banquet and Meeting.
Golden Corral restaurant, South 12th
Stteet. Reception will follow at KA house.
Tau Kappa Epsilon Alumni Dance. W.O.W.
Building, 3rd & Maple.
Pi Kappa Alpha Homecoming Dance. Lodge.
Lambda Chi Alpha Homecoming Dance.
Kenlake Tennis Oub.
Minority Dance sponsored by Minority
Advisory Council. Roy Stewart Stadium

Tau Kappa Epsilon Alumni Meeting. Place to be
announced.
Playhouse in the Park - production of "Our
Town."

510 Main St.

753-2975
12" Pizza . . . thin crust

$loff
14" Pizza ... thin crust

$2 off
* FREE DELIVERY*
ASK FOR DISCOUNT

...
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'G8mes' ,theme hiQhliQhtS
'88 Olympics, NCAA, OVC

-- '
..

"Games People Play" is the
theme for Murray State University's 65th annual homecoming,
scheduled Friday and Saturday,
Sept. SO and Oct. 1.
"We picked that theme
because of this being an Olympic year and because of Murray
State' s OVC and NCAA
recognition," said Stephanie
Stephens, a senior from Marion,
TIL, and chairman fo the 1988
Homecoming committee. "We
wanted to show our apprecia·
tion for all sports at MSU."
Former Detroit Lion Gilbert
Mains of Grosse Pointe Farms,
Mich., will serve as grand marshal of the Homecoming parade.
He will lead t he procession from
the Murray court square, down
Main Street to 15th Street
beginning at 9:30 Saturday
morning.
The parade will be televised
1ive via Murray Cablevision,
Channel 34. Large screen
television viewing will be
available in The Stables on the
first floor of the Curris Center.
Murray State will face OVC
foe Tennessee Technological
University in this year' s
Homecoming football game,
which kicks off at 2 p.m.
Saturday.
Although much attention ls
focused on Saturday's
festivities, a full slate of tournaments and reunions is planned on Friday, Stephens said.
Competition in the 19th annual Homecoming Golf Tournament at the MSU Foundation's
Frances E. Miller Memerial
Golf Course and the 13th annual Homecoming Tennis Tournament on the University Tennis Courts is scheduled to begin
Friday morning.
Tee times available for the golf
tournament are 8 a.m. and 1
p.m. Golfers may reserve tee
times, form their own foursomes and/or reserve golf carts
by calling the course at (502)
762-2238. Private carts will be
permitted for the tournament.
A minimum contribution of
$25 per player to support the
Murray State golf team must be
received by today to guarantee
a t.ee time. Reservations should
be sent to Miller Memorial Golf
Course, Route 6, Box 347A,
Murray. Ky., 42071.
Divisions in the tennis toumn·
ment include men's class .A
singles and doubles; class B
singles and doubles; and age 50
and over singles. Participants
are limited to entering two
events.

An entry fee of $20 minimum
per player to support the Murray State tennis program is required. Reservations for the
contest are due Sept. 25 and
may be made by contacting
MSU tennis coach Bennie
Purcell at (502) 762-6124.
The sixth annual "Run for the
Racers" t hree-mile course is
scheduled at 5:30 p.m. Friday at
the Carr Health Building.
Deadline for entries is Sept. 29,
with a $5 fee per runner.
Prizes will be awarded by age
group and each entrant will
receive a tee-shirt. Additional
information may be obtained by
calling the Campus Recreation
Office, (502) 762-6791.
Several banquets and reunions of a lumni are also
scheduled on Friday.
A biology alumni get-together
at 2 p.m. at the Hancock
Biological Station will include
various activities and a barbeque dinner. Reservations are $5
per person or $10 per fam ily
and may be made by calling
(502) 762-2786.
Department of Nursing alumni and friends will honor Dr.
Ruth E. Cole, fll'8t chairman of
the department in a ceremony
at 4:30 p.m. Friday. The
auditorium in Mason Hall will
be named for Miss Cole.
Following the dedication
ceremony, a banquet for nursing alumni will begin at 6 p.m.
in the Ohio Room of the Currie
Center. Robert Valentine will
be the speaker. Tickets are $9
per person. Information may be
obtained by calling Geneva
Cooper at (502) 753-7613.
The reunion of Murray State's
1948 football team is scheduled
at 6:30 p.m. at the Boston Tea
Party. The team is the only
MSU squad to play in a bowl
game, the Tangerine Bowl.
Reservations and information
may be obtained by calling
Bailey Gore, (502) 762-6285 or
753-8509.
The seventh annual College of
Business and Public Affairs
Homecoming banquet is
scheduled at 6:30 to 9:30p.m. in
the Mississippi Room of the
Curris Center. Reservations
may be made by calling (502)
762-3387.
The Department of
Agriculture alumni banquet
will begin at 6:30 p.m. in the
Curris Center's small ballroom.
Reservations are available by
calling (502) 762-3327.

Homecoming Day will begin
with a College of Education reunion breakfast from 8 to 9:30
a.m. at Murray Middle School.
Cost is $4 for adults and $1 for
children under 12. Information
is available by calling (502)
762-3817.
Baseball team alumni will suit
up at 10:15 a.m. Saturday for
the annual Old Timer's Game
at New Reagan Field, adjacent
to Roy Stewart Stadium. The
contest pits the current squad
against former 'Breda players.
A six-year tradition of
recognizing members of the
university's decade classes '28, '38, '48, '58, '68, and '78will be observed at the
Homecoming soup and sandwich buffet, scheduled from 11
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. on Saturday
in the Currie Center ballroom.
Reunion classes will have
special tables, according to Donna Herndon, director of alumni
affairs at Murray State. Cost for
the meal is $7.50 per person.
In conjunction with the buffet,
the Student Alumni Association will sponsor a "HotdoggerCartoon Fest" for children in
the Currie Center Theater. The
youngsters may enjoy the bot
dogs, soft drinks and a program
of animated favorites for $2.
Reservations for both events
may be secured through the
Alumni Office, telephone (502)
762-3737.
A reception for minority alumni will be held from 11 a.m. to
12:45 p.m. Saturday in the lobby of Ordway Hall. Additional
information may be obtained by
calling Lydia Jones, coordinator
of minority student affairs, at
(502) 762-6836.
Pregame ceremonies at the
football game will focus on the
crowning of t h e 1988
Homecoming Queen at 1:45
p.m. Postgame events include:
• The annual Oakhurst reception , hosted by President Kala
M. Stroup and her husband Joe.
All alumni, friends and supporters of MSU are invited to
stop by the president's
residence at 1510 W. Main St.
following the game.
• The Department of Physics
Homecoming reception at the
Kentucky National Guard Ar·
mory on College Farm Road.
Reservations may be made by
calling Dr. Robert Etherton at
(502) 762-2993.
• The Department of Jour·
nalism and Radio-TV reception
in The Murray State News offices, frrst floor, Wilson Hall.

plans NOW for

Homecoming 1989

J & S Chevron
Rnest quality gas and oils.
Self-seNice and full seNice.
Kerosene, cigarettes, Ice,
cold drinks, snacks and
maps. Chevron and bank
cards accepted. Open
seven days a week, 6 a.m.
to 70 p .m. Your business is
greatly appreciated.
Walton ·Monk• Stallons, Mgr.

'

Chevron

===

South 12th and Story Avenue

753-1615

MasterCraft

H.0 . and MasterCraft Skis and Accessories

Brent Allen's WaterSports
Hwy. 94 East

753-0844

Class of 1978 will get chance to see
construction started during that year
The Class of 1978 will return
for their lOth reunion to see the
results of major construction
work which began during their
fi~l y~ar at Murray State
Uruverstty.
8 Renovation and expansion
of Waterfield
Library and the
·
construction of the pedestrian
mall began in 19'78.
8 Five concerts were held in
1978: Harry Chapin Star Buck
The Outlaws The Sanford
Townsend B~nd and Elvin
Bishop.
8 Miss MSU Karen Gordon of
Benton was crowned Miss Ken
tucky and represented the

University and the state in the
Miss America Pageant.
8 David O'Daniel, Wickliffe,
became the 12th student to
graduate_ from MSU with a 4.0
grade pomt a:verage.
• A P Pro~~ mate 1Y 1, 2 0 0
students
the
d ·
hvtstted
t::
s campus
unng t e tOUr ummer 0
sessions.
~ynn _H ewitt was .crowned
Homecommg queen wtth Gale
Hartzfeldt, Rhonda Simmons,
Pam Graham and Jackie Hays
as her ~ttendants.
8 Durmg the harsh winter of
1978, classes were cancelled
four days in January because of
hellVy snow.

• After 11 years as head football coach, Bill Furgerson announced his resignation.
8The 'Breds baseball team
posted 29 wins and 15 losses to
capture second place in the
OVC western division.
n March, Ron Greene was
ed b k tb 11
h
nam
as e a coac ·
8 Alpha Phi colonized on the
MSU campus and became the
first Alpha Phi colony in
Kentucky.
8 The Alpha Tau Omega
fraternity won the field events
in the Alpha Delta Pi 500, and
Mark Robinson, a Pike, was
named Mr. 500.

•r

Sl John's Episcopal Church, 1620 W. Main, Sunday 8 a.m. & 10:30 p.m.

Case of nerves spoils shot
for Wigger at '88 Olympics
By ALAN WILSON
Reporter

"It's very nerve-wracking,"
said Lones Wigger as he watched his daughter prepare for her
competition.
His daughter, Murray State
University's Deena Wigger,
was quietly readying herself to
compete in the contest of her
life - the 1988 Olympic Games
in Seoul, South Korea.
Wigger qualified for the
Olympics by winning a position
on the air rifle team at the recent U.S. trials is Los Angeles.
She follows in the footsteps of
former MSU student Pat
Spurgin who captured the gold
medal in air rifle in the 1984
Olympic Games.
She failed to qualify in the
small bore competition,
finishing no better than fourth.
The Olympic trials marked the
fll'st competition in three years
in which Wigger failed to
qualify in both events.
Though shooting well, Wigger
failed to make the final round
in last Saturday's competition
in Seoul. After a case of nerves,
she fired two near-perfect
rounds and finished with a 392
total. The top eight advance to
the finals.
"I was really nervous at first,
but not at all during the last 20
shots," Wigger said. "But don't
feel sorry for me. I didn't do bad.
I just didn't get in."
The air rifle competition requires contestants to shoot 40
shots from the standing position, in a period of 90 minutes.
The final round is 10 shots with
shooters getting 75 seconds per
round.
•

A score of 400 is perfect.
Saturday, Wigger hit 32 of 40
shots in the bull's-eye, worth 10
points each, and eight into the
nearest ring, worth nine points
apiece. Her best score ever is
397.
This was the first time a
medal sport in the Olympics
held a final and it was also the
fll'st time a "shootofr' round
had been included in the
women's air rifle event. Wigger
said she was conscious of each
fact during the shoot.
Launi Meili of the United
States and the Soviet Union's
Irina Chilova entered the medal
round tied for first with a score
of 395. Chilova took the gold
with Silvia Sperber of West
Germany finishing second.
Russj.a's Anna Maloukhina
took the bronze.
Wigger, the defending World
Cup champion, started the
Olympics slowly, hitting only
seven lOs and three 9s in each
of the frrst 10-shot rounds. Wigger then found a steady motion
and began to go to work. She
drilled her shots, hitting 10
after 10. But, it was too late
then.
"The competition was so
close, and the point spread so
small, that mad~ this even
tougher compared to other
world competitions," Wigger
relayed.
But tough competition is wbat
Wigger is used to. She bas been
involved in some of the toughest
shooting matches in the world
and has won most of them.
After helping guide Spencer
High School in Columbus, Ga.
to three state rifle championships in four years, Wigger

Photo by Berry John.on

DEENA WIGGER, a senior at Murray State, practices her air rifle
strategies before competing In the 1988 Summer Olympics In
Seoul, South Korea.

brought her talents to Murray
State University.
The Racers had a tradition of
being a strong school in the
sport, having one of the beat in
the world in Spurgin. However,
instead of fading away in the
woodwork, Wigger made her
mark on the MSU squad.
The 22-year-old helped guide
the Racers to the 1987 NCAA
team championship and took
the top individual honors in
1988 in the NCAA air rifle
competition.
"Rifle shooting is something
people can identify me with. It
kind of makes me different,"
Wigger relayed. "Even back
when I started, it was important to me to be known. I like
being competitve and having
the chance to be good at
something. I have to do the best
I can."
And she has done pretty well.
Her accomplishments tell the
story.
Wigger was named the 1985
United States Olympic Committee Female Athlete of the Year
and was given the Southland
Corporation's Olympus Award,
honoring excellence in amateur
athletics.
One of her most gratifying
titles came recently in Mexico
City at the World Cup competition. She was down four points
going into the finals of the air
rifle division. However, behind
a spectacular final round, she
came back to take top honors.
The blonde shooting ace also
captured the silver medal in the
English match of the World
Cup, a 60-shot smallbore
(.22-ca.liber rifle) competition
shot from the prone position.
She led by four shots in the
finals of the 1986 World Championships. However, she came
away with only a bronze medal.
"The competition in Mexico
was probably one of my best
shoots," Wigger exclaimed.
"The world championships was
a -tough tournament. I had the
gold medal and I just lost it."
But Wigger soon recovered.
She set her sights on 1988 and
Seoul, seeking to prove she was
still one of the best.
Wigger opened the air rifle
competition with a 397. The
world record is 399 and the national record is 398. Wigger
dropped in the swndings over
the final three days, shooting
rounds of 387, 392 and 391 placing her second going into
the finals.
"I wanted to make the 1984
team more for myself. Nobody
expected me to do it then," Wigger said. ''People expected me to
do well this time. I wasn't •
satisfied with my performance.
There was more pressure on me
this time.
·• I wanted to make the team
so bad, but I was afraid I would
lose. I felt the pre11sure at the
tryouts and it made it difficult. I
didn't want to dtsappoint my
father and grandfather. But, I
told myself that they are not
shooting. It is me and this is my
sport. I had to do it for myself.
You have to make the tension
work for you.
The elder Wiggers are former
competitive shooters. Deena's
father represented the U.S. in
four Olympic Games.
See WIGGER
Page 118
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Jo-An's Varieties

IIDimNIIlOO
JEANS, JACKE'I.B, SKIRTS
and TIE-DYED JEANS

Perm $25
Special
Includes aJt long hlir
allghdy mOI't. ExpirH 9130188

Experlenot the lexture, volume, end
conrol the right penn and aJt can
melle to your hlirl

A PAUL MITCHELL
SIGNATURE SALON

(watch tOf our coupone In Vogue and Glamour)
841
- Acrosa lrom the

Deena Wigger
PiKf_ L i£' Sis

Congratulations on a fine
job in Seoul Summer
Olympics

We are proud of you!
From the br oth ers of TIKA

Factory
Discount
Shoes
Located next to the A TO House

Men's Eastland Loafers
$34.95

Men's Eastland Dock
Shoes
$29.95
Eastland & Campmock for

women Penny Loafers
$28.95
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Main~-------------------------------------Continued from Page 28
Mains' first season. H1s saJary
doubled the next year and the
team took the Western Division
championship.
The Lions again won the
world championship against the
Cleveland Browns in 1957.
One of the benefits of being a
world champion, Mains said,
was traveling to major cities in
the United States and meeting
celebrities.
While playing the Los
Angeles Rams, Mains said he
had the chance to visit
Hollywood. Mains and a few of
his teammates met Zsa Zsa
Gabor and Marilyn Monroe and
ate with them at a restaurant
on Sunset Boulevard.
Mains' hard-hitting aggressiveness on the field earned
him, along with teammate
James "The Hatchet" David,
the title of the two dirtiest
players in professional football
at the time.
"I was aggressive, not dirty,"
Mains said. "When that whistle
blows, you've got a job to do and
you do it. That's what you train
for.
"I think you have to have the
animal killer instinct. You've
gotta want to win...do whatever
you can to win."
Mains broke away from the
Lions in 1955, when he was approached by the coach of the
Toront{) Argonauts with the offer to play for his team. While
in Toronto, Mains moonlighted
as a wrestler during t he football
off season.
Mains became interested in
wrestling with t he encouragement of wrestler "Whipper"
Billy Watson, he said. Soon
after that, Mains was taking on

wrestling adversaries in the
ring , one of wh ich was
"Gorgeous George."
"It's (wrestling) a show," he
said. "You have to be in top
physical condition, even though
it is a show. It was more wrestling back then...today it's two
percent wrest ling."
Lions' coach Buddy Parker
convinced Mains to come back
to the Lions, thus ending
Mains' career in the ring.
Mains retired from the Lions
in 1961. He is the chief executive officer of the Great
Lakes Industrial Contracting,
Inc., which has its headquarters
in Toledo, Ohio. He and his wife
of 32 years, Delores, live in
Grosse Pointe Farms, Mich.
Mains has four children, one of
whom is following in his
footsteps.
Billy Mains, a freshman at
Wayne State, is a rookie football player, like his father 40
years before him. Mains said he
recently saw h is son play in a
scrimmage game and gave him
some advice afte r ward .
However, Mains said coaching
is not something he would like
to do.
"I think if I was a coach, I'd
expect too much," Mains said.
"I think I'd be too emotional."
Although he has been retired
from the Lions for some time, he
still keeps an eye on his team,
he said. The Lions have not won
a world championship in 31
years. Mains has his own t heory
on that. "They are not drafting
t he right talent," he said. "1
don't care how good t he coach
is, you've got to have the
ballplayers to win."
For Mains, talent was not t he
only reason for his success, he
said. "I think everything I h ad,

McClard's

601 Main

753-9132

WELCOME ALUMNI
Pork or Beef

PIT BAR-B-QUE
•Sandwich
•Pound

Watch Us Cook The
Old Fashion Way

KNOTH'S BAR-B-Q
Hwy. 641

759-1712

11 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Monday - Saturday
Closed Sund

I had to work twice as hard
for .. .. ," he said. "I think
anybody can accomplish
anything they want to as long
as they've got the desire, the
will to work and the desire to
win."
Mains was recently named to
the MSU Athlete Hall of Fame
and to the OVC Football Hall of
Fame.
Mains credited Murray State
with providing him the foundation for his success. ''I think goIng to Murray State was one of
the greatest things t hat happened to me," he said. "I'm
looking forward to coming back.
I have a big soft spot in my
heart for Murray."

'Brenia's
BEAUTY SALON

(jftntfa 1(p6erts · Oulrur-Operator
'Deana & 1(p.rfa • Operators
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center

Murnty

753-4582

j

I
I

:
Information on the decade
classes was compiled by
Stephanie Gaeta, J ill
J ameson , Marshall Sills,
Steve Parker, Allyson Hobbie, Kim Raley, Rhonnda
Kerr, Mark Young, Diana
Kingsbury, Kristi Ruggles,
J anie Stephen, Ca thy Cope
and Laura Dougherty. Art
work on the fashion stories
was done by Mike Powell.

I

?Jie Magic %im6Cel Inc.
and

Specia{ty Sewing by Sara
Get your outfits made
&

Get your alterations done for
Homecoming

:
:
:
:
i

i

Specialty Sewing 6y
Sara

'!Tit. Magic '11iim6Ce,
Inc.

All types alterations
Specializing in custom
made Wedding Gowns,
Bridesmaids, Pageant,
and Prom Dresses
759-1946
91SA Coldwater Road

Will order fabric for
proms, dances, and
formals

759-4769
813 Coldwater Road

·- -----------------
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Wigger- -- - - - - -- - - contlnued from Page 98
And there is enough tension
in the sport of rifle shooting.
The pressure is so great that
it can take its toll mentally and
physically. Wigger said that she
couJdn't eat or sleep for about
four days prior to the Olympic
trials.
The intensity builds on the
day of the competition. Wigger
said that before a match she
will socialize with others to try
and take her mind off the event.
As the starting time approaches, Wigger gets serious.
"When I start concentrating
on the event, I get behind my
point where I am going to shoot
and I get totally absorbed in the
event. That time is so quiet. Imagery begins. I play the contest
through in my mind. Then, I am
in my own little world."
"Deena is extremely competitive," said the elder Wigger,
who accompanied the women's

rifle team to Seoul as team
manager . "She handles
pressure well and has a strong
desire to win."
And that desire was spurned
many years ago.
As a toddler, Wigger traveled
throughout the summer to
shooting matches with her
family. Lones Wigger ran the
shooting program at Fort Benning, Ga., near Columbus.
At the age of 12, Deena got
her chance to compete. And
after one day, everybody knew
she would be something special.
"We knew she had talent the
rrrst time she shot. She was
perfect in a basic course," said
Lones Wigger. "She shot five
rounds and you could cover all
five holes with the fingernail of
your little fmger."
After Saturday's competition
in Seoul, Lones Wigger congratulated his daughter with a
hug.

!for Specia{ Occasions

Fashion~---------Continued from Page 48
question. "Anything goes- from
mini to ankle," Cunningham
says, and most area retailers
agree. According to Barker,
skirts are being worn below and
above the knee. Knit skirts are
being worn long, Barker said.
Scarves are definitely the
most popular accessory this fall.
Scarves are a versatile accessory and can be worn draped
around the neck or shoulders, or
tied around the waist. Barker
said that satin and silk flowers
to pin on the scarves are also
trendy this year.
Although jeans and denim

..

jackets are not usually worn to
Homecoming, they are still
tremendously popular this fall.
However, last year's acid washed look "is kind of out," Cunningham said. "Students seem to
be leaning more toward the new
blue/black wash denims and
stone washed shades," Cunn·
ingham said.
Outland at Maurices said t hat
leather bomber jackets with
patches, denim jackets and
jeans with fringe trims and
yoke insets, and suede shoes
and jackets are also popular
choices in casual wear this fall.

...

See tlie new seCections at

cr/ie Sliowcase
121 tJJy-pass

Murray

For Homecoming '88
where else but ...

CORN-AUSTIN
WHERE THE FUN STARTS! .
402Main St.
Murray
* Colours by
Alexander Julian
* Boxton Traders

* Esprit
* Ca mbridge

* CHAPS by
Ralph Lauren

Dry Goods

* I.B. Diffusion
* Liz Claiborne
for men
* Henry Grethel
Sportswear

*Triangle

* Bis
* A.K.A.

Ky. Oaks Mall
Paducah

cky Fried Chicken®

205 North 12th St.

The New Murray Kentucky Fried Chicken restaurant
is now open at 205 North 12th Street. Use these
money-saving coupons and come on home to the
great taste of "finger lickin' good" Kentucky Fried
Chicken and fixin's.
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CARRY PACK
15 PIECES

: 9-pc CHICKEN

Co pon good lor 1 ~ p ac~ ell k•
u
"·~ ~~
•c ~n
(wh•te l darkl Buy up 10 lwo wolh thiS
coupon GoO<! 111 KFC RPslauranls
losted

lI

: 2-pc SNACK

I

I

Olltr.,..
I

I

r-----

$2.49

I

I

I

-------r$~f.

19

I

: CHICKEN LIVERS

Coupon good for 2 pes ch1cken. pota ·
toes & gravy. coleslaw and buttermilk
b1scuot Combonallon while/dark orders
Buy up to 4 w1th ttlos ct>upon Good at
I<FC restaurants
I<Sted below

I Coupon good 1or an order ol s1x ol our
I clehc1ous chocken hvers No hm1t w11h lh1s
I
I coupon Good at KFC restaurants hsted

below

I

---------L----

2-pc DINNER

I

I

I 101311. .
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I

: FEEDS 2
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2-pc COMBO

1 Coupongoodlof9pcs chocken(wMel· 1 1 BISCUIT
1 Coupon good lor 2 pes ch•cken. pola ·
I dark) Buyupi02WIIhlh<Scoupor. Good 1 C
""""'
.....
I toes & gravy, large buttemltlk boSCU•I
1 atKFCreslaurantsh&ledbefow
I
ouponwvvviOt' 2 pcschlckenanduul·
Combonal•onwMe/darkorde<sNol•rTlll
1
1 1etm1lk boscu1L CombonabOn wtute/dafk
w 1tn lh•s coupon Good al KfC reslau •
1
orders Nohmlt w1thlh1scoupon Good
rants lrsled below.
KFC restaurants
•
listed below .

$1.79

Coupon good lor 2 pes ChiCken and but·
termolk boscu•l Comblt111t10n wnote/dark
orders No hm1t With th1S coupol\ Good a1
KFC restaurants
ltSied below
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2·pc COMBO

Coupon goO<! for 2 pes chocken. po1a
loes & gravy large bultermolk biscu1t
Combonat1on whole/ dark orders No hmol
wolh lhos coupon Good at K~C re~tau ·
rants tosted below

I
I
I
I
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2-pc DINNER
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Coupon good lor 2 pes chocken. pota · ~
toes & gravy, coleslaw and buftefm1lk I
b1SCu11 Comb1natlon whole/dark orders
Buy up to 4 woth lh1s coopon Good at 1
KFC restaurants
I<Sied below
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2-pc SNACK
1 BISCUIT
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